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The situation in
fighting chance."
tion by the State of New Mexico. The state central committee and Postmas- dore
the
Roosevelt and William Howard) and
Univerwhich
test
the
nominations,
such
brought
desire
improve
difOklahoma, he said, illustrated the
Colorado Insurance Department has ter Daniel Campbell.
which period our country ment especially
of
sity idea advanced by Dr. Gray
B.
during
H.
Taft,
after
will
as
Grande
of
Rio
strength
the
pre
which confronted them. Alficulty
, demanded and is now making an exa-- After breakfast, the President look- emerged from a state verging on naof Albuquerque.
vent damage from floods, inundations Holt had lucidly explained that the though the convention in the fourth
mination of the company's affairs,
ed from the hotel windows and as it tional bankruptcy and industrial defour counties in the district could not
and changes of channel.
district instructed its
was a bright day, said he ws pre- pression brought about by Democratic
agree, Dona Ana and Otero, with 20 congressional
Important Ditch Case Decided.
Saloon Regulation.
votes desiring to nominate Mark B. delegates to the national convention
of Masons Santa Fe ChapJudge E. C. Abbott this afternoon pared to have "a good, time" while in misrule and incompetency.
That the Republican party is
for Taft, he said the people of the terMeeting
No. 1, R. A. M., will hold a special
denied the inju-ctiTaft is Progressive.
prayed for by Chicago. Mr. Taft's program for toin favor of the enforcement of Thompson of Las Cruces. Lincoln state voted 2 to 1 for Roosevelt
in
the
meeting this evening at 7:30 for the
Jay Tuney against the" Citizens' day included a public reception at the
We heartily endorse tne honest, pro the laws relating to the liquor traflic and Torrance counties with 14 votes.
purpose of conferring the Mark MasDitch Company of San Juan county, Taft headquarters at noon, luncheon at gressive and economical administra- in New Mexico; we favor the strict presented the name of Federico Cha- - primaries for the state convention.
"I think," Mr. Roosevelt continued, ters' degree on three candidates. All
to prevent the latter changing its the Union League Club, an address to tion of William Howard Taft as Presi- enforcement of the Sabbath
observ- ves 01 lorrance county.
"that if we had presioenCSsl prefer- members of the Chapter and visiting
headgates.
Judge John R. McFie ap- Jewish residents at a West Side thea- dent of the United States, and we here- ance law and a strict enforcement of It was then, that Francis E. Wood ment
primaries, we would get three Royal Arch Masons are cordially in- to
a
sale
Comand
the
of
visit
Press
the
the
laws
Citizens
Ditch
to
the
the
Chicago
tre,
liquor
prohibiting
gratitude
peared for
by give expression
out of four."
vited to attend.
A Republican legislature
(Continued on Page Four.)
Club.
due him from the people of New to minors.
pany and F. C. Wilson for Turley.

Mescalero Apaches Receive Pro- The Political Activity of Paymaster Ray Still Under
ceeds from Grazing on Their
Reserve.
Investigation.
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The Little Store
" Soltaire " floods.

Gas, Heartburn, Headache, Sourness
and all Stomach Misery Ended
With Pape's Diapepsin.
Nothing win remain undigested or
sour on your stomach if you will take
This
a little Diapepsin occasionally.
and antacid
powerful
digestive
though as harmless and pleasant as
candy, will digest end prepare for assimilation into the blood all the food
you can eat.

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

ENDS INDIGESTION
IN A FEW MOMENTS.

the

Eat what your

Always the Leader

craves,

stomach

without the slightest fear of Indigestion or that you will be bothered with
sour risings, Belching, Gas on StomHeadaches from
ach, Heartburn,
stomach, Nausea, Bad Breath, Water
Brash or a feeling like you had swallowed a lump of lead, or other disagreeable miseries. Should you be
(suffering now from any stomach dis
order you can get relief within five
minutes.
If you will get from your pharmaSouthern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
cist a
case of Pape's Diapep- WITH ALL CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
sin you can always go to the table
wnn a nearly appetite, and your
meals will taste good because you
would know there would be no Indigestion or Sleepless nights or Headache or Stomach misery all the next
day; and, besides, you would not need
laxative or liver pills to keep your
stomach and bowels clean and fresh.
Pape's Diapepsin can be obtained
from your druggist and contains more
than sufficient to thoroughly cure the
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
worst case of Indigestion or DyspepUFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages sia. There is nothing better for Gas
on the Stomach or sour odors from
the stomach or to cure a Stomach
The only exclusive grain house in
Fe
Headache.
You can't keep a handier or more
useful article in the house.

GROCERY

" WHOLESALE

"

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Santa

Phone Black

45

I

lcu
1

"V

Tl r

ncKatnJ
U

Y

"V

I

Phone Black

45

R. J. CRICHTON

COATT
Pinon,
Cedar,

Dawson,

Yankee,
Oakdale.

SAWED WOOD

333 HICKOX STREET,

STRANGEST CASE ON RECORD.
(From Judge.)
His daughter's the wife of an English
earl.
And her mother is growing fat;
His son has married a chorus girl,
But there's nothing strange in that.
In the Senate there is a vacant seat;
They are going to send him there.
His case is one you could never beat
He isn't a millionaire.

THE STITE

S

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

X

LIVERY STABLE
Fjms Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

X
X
X
X
X
X

LUMBER CAMP
EMPLOYE
KILLED AT THOREAU.
Hipolito Sandoval, an em-ployee in the Zuni Mountain
lumber camp, was killed at
Thoreau, McKinley county. A
binding chain on a load of logs
broke, which he was hauling
and the timber rolled over the
man, crushing out his life. The
body was taken to Gallup.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

WELL-KNOW-

PERSONAL MENTION

LAMER

N

B. S. Sanchez is up from Estancia.
Attorney T. L. Lowe of Silver City
is in town.
C. M. Richards is up from Carlsbad
ByCuticura Remedies Which He Recas a delegate.
ommends for Skin Troubles.
Attorney Frank F. Jennings of Wil- lard is a visitor.
attending school at Lebanon, Ohio,
Mr. and Mrs. David Garcia of San In "While
1SS2, there nas a small-poscare, and
we were all vaccinated.
Rafael, are in town.
Presumably from
T. P. Bartlett is in town from Rin- - Impure virus used, I became afliicttd Willi
boils, which lasted lor about
con, Dona Ana county.
two yezrs, when the affliction
W. S. Cox of Silver City, is among
Essurncd the form of aa
eczema on my face, the lower
the convention visitors.
part of my face being inCharles B. Haney of East Las Veflamed most of the time.
is
a
visitor.
gas,
There would be
capital
rise up, and open, and
Sheriff Stevens of Deming, is in the
the water would
wherejer
old town for a few days.
touch it would burn, and
State Senator C. J. Laughren of
cause another one to rise.
After the blister would open,
Deming, is a guest at the Palace.
the place would scab over,
M. A. Ross, the Albuquerque lumwould burn and itch so
and
berman, is in the city on business.
as to be almost unbearable at times. In this
are
V.
Peacock
W. R. Reber and D.
way the sores would spread from one place to
and forth over the whole of my
among the visitors from Las Cruces. another, back
upper
lip and chin, and at times the whole
J. L. Chaves, Jr., of Santa Rosa, is lower part
of my face would be a solid sore.
among the Guadalupe county arrivals. This condition continued for four or five years,
without
getting
any better, and in fact got
of
B.
the
H.
secretary
Hening,
worse all the time, so much so thatmywife
Bureau of Immigration, is in the capi- became alarmed
lest it prove fatal.
tal.
"During all this time of boils and eczema,
I doctored with the best physicians of thi3
Representative T. A. Gurule of Albu- part
of the country, but to no avail. Finally
querque, is here tor the legislative sesI decided to try Cuticura Remedies, wl.:cU I
sion.
did, taking the Cuticura Resolvent interR. K. Odell of Wagon Mound is a nally, applying the Cuticura Ointment to
the sores, and using the Cuticura Soap for
Mora county delegate to the convenwashing. In a very short time I began to
notice
tion.
improvements, and continued to use
the Cuticura Remedies until within less than
Representative J. A. Young of Gal- a year I was well again, and have not had a
lup has taken up his abode at the recurrence of the trouble since, which is over
twenty years. I have recommended Cuticura
Palace.
Rem dies to others ever
ar.d have great
Deputy Clerk E. H. Sweet of Socor- fcith ir them as remediessince,
for skin diseases."
ro is in Santa Fe attending the con(Sfcned) A. C. Brandon, Attorney-at-LaCrecnviile, O., Jan. 17. 1011.
vention.
Sold
the world.
Send to
Receiver of the Land Office R. H. Potter D.throughout
& C. Corp., Dot. 3A, Boston, for
Sims of Las Cruces is accompanied
of
win
n(i ointment.
by his son.
State Senator Louis C. llfeld is CAN COME BACK,
DECLARES ABE ATTELL.
here from Las Vegas for the legislative session.
Former Featherweight Champion Was
d
Ralph C. Ely of Deming, the
Cheated Out of Title, He
orator and Republican leader,
Alleges.
is in the Capital.
J. E. Torres and A. B. Eaca, prominent citizens of Socorro, ars among (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., March 9. Abe
the convention throng.
former featherweight chamAttell,
Representative Conrad T. Hilton of
before entering the ring today
San Antonio, 'Socorro county, is reg- pion,
for his 20 round match with "Harlem"
istered at the Palace.
Sheriff J. F. Ward, who recently ac- Tommy Murphy, the eastern fighter,
told his friends it was his object to
companied Captain Fornoff to Seattle, prove to the
sporting world he could
is in the Capital again.
"come back.'' "I want to show my
Judge W. H. Newcomb, the Grant home
town," he said: "I was cheated
county Republican leader, and W. F. out of
the title, held for eleven
Belden, are up from Silver City.
years, in that Los Angeles go against
Cosme Herrera, the rancher of
Kiibane.
I want to put Mur
northern Santa Fe county, iff Johnnyout of the
phy
way and then meet
in town on a week-enbusiness trip.' Kiibane."
Hon. Thomas B. Catron returned
His confidence evidently infected lo
last evt'jing from a trip to Alamojor-do- ,
cal
men who offered odds of
where he had been on legal busi- 10 sporting
to 8 and even 10 to 7 with Attell on
ness.
the long end. Murphy, who outweigh
Salome Martinez, of Pastura, Guadaed his rival by nearly ten pounds, look
lupe county, member of the constitu- ed to be in
perfect condition when he
tional convention, is among the visitprepared to enter the ring. Three pre
ers in the Capital.
vious
encounters between
A. E. Curren, former newspaperman,
the men, all in New York, resulted in
now receiver of the land office at Fort no decision
affairs, though Attell was
Sumner, is among the Republican accredited with a shade of
advantage.
x

water-bliste-

r

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

'Phone 9

Caii up

Phone 14.

Death of Wool Merchant.
Gregorio Jaramillo died Sunday of
Socorro
at Magdalena,
pneumonia
county. Mr. Jaramillo was in the woo
business.

Phone 14

Its Hardware We Have It.

THE SIMPLEST AND MOST COMPACT

r

ENGINE

EVER CONSTRUCTED.

jjniD

tew

For irrigation this engine is a wonder. Pumps
up to 1100 gallons per hour. See us
about this engine.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL STORE,
Phone Black 6619.

Why Import Mineral Water
f

WHEN

:

YOU CAN GET THE

?

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
KAUNE

at

Patronize home industry. , Leave orders

Delivered to your house.

& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

o

WATER CO.

FRANK M. JONES.

2!$.

HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

LIFE, ACCIDENT,

d

Thc-ma-

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

3oa1

mSKiz

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Or-

Or, Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

H.--

Gray-Wimm-

RATON
YANKEE

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.

cfi

ff2t7E!5i.
Telephone
85

Telephone 85

Phone Black

j

J.

If

The Farm Pump Engine

hosts gathered here.

Parts of The World

iK$

iiWPWv.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

CHICHESTER S PILLS
Asm.

SIYft

YK&YX&l

GOODS.

General Express Forwarders
All

l

WE HAVE THE "EDGE" ON THE RAZOR BUSINESS; BECAUSE
RAZORS AND CUTLERY HOLD THEIR EDGE.
WE HANDLE ONLY THE BEST RELIABLE BRANDS OF CUTLERY AND HARDWARE.
We "SHAVE OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
a

n

OUR

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

l-

S

silver-tongue-

When in
of Anything
the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

l

'

Dr. and Mrs. F. F. Doepp and Mr.
and Mrs. C. M. Richards of Carlsbad, MASSACHUSETTS CANT
AGREE ON PRIMARIES.
are in the capital. Mr. Doepp is state
senator
from
Eddy
county.
!
If Compromise is Not Effected PresiR. H. Sims left on Thursday
for
dential Preference is
Santa Fe, and is expected back on
Dead.
i
Monday when Mrs. Sims will return
Held on Charge of Murder.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
with him. Las Cruces Democrat.
; '
Meed
in
Samuel Lyle has been held for the
Representative and Mrs. Tranquil-in- of Boston, March 9. The lower branch
the legislature split with the Sengrand jury at Albuquerque for the killLabadie and children, of Sauta
ing of Ira Carr in a pool room of the Rosa, are now domiciled in Santa Fe ate on the presidential preference priDuke City.
mary bill, and unless one branch relor the legislative session.
cedes soon, Massachusetts will select
A. Montoya, a large dealer in real
Child Drank Poison.
delegates to the Chicago and Baltiestate and abstractor from Albuquer- its
more conventions under the old sysViolet, the
daughter of que, is in the capital mingling with tem.
Mr. and Mrs.
ten Caspar Avenue
Herberger, at politicians and businessmen.
The House amended the bill passed
Taos, drained a bottTe of carbolic
W. A. i leming Jones of Las Cruces,
acid, badly burning her chin, mouth member oi the New Mexico Resources by the Senate to include the selection
of delegates at large, as well as dis
and chest. Prompt medical attention Commission, is in Santa e to
attend trict delegates by
primaries but later
saved her life.
a meeting of the commission.
killed an amendment that would have
Miss Anna L, Hase returned last altered the bill in
conformity with the
Priest Is Shot.
Thursday after two months vacation Senate provisions. The
enlarged bill
Father Leo deLaville, is reported to and is again assisting her aunt, Miss now
goes back to the Senate which
have been shot by Silas Roybal and A. Mugler, the milliner, east side of
recently defeated a proposition to inhis son, brother and nephew at Penas-co- , plaza.
clude delegates at large.
Taos ci.unty, a3 he stept e.l out of
T. J. Molinari of Portales, an active
the house after a visit to Miss Marina and stalwart Republican in a Demo
TO
Roybal. Three shots were fired, one cratic stronghold, is a delegate to the
I1RAVI.
of them grazing the scalp of the
priest. Republican convention, in fact is its
In District Court at RosweH.
permanent secretary.
1
In
aH
hjxes. sraltd with Bluo Ribbon. V
Druggist Bernard Ruppe actively in
Alleging carelessness of the
no other. But of your V
Tk
MftflPV an1 ,nconvenicnce by Purchasing Wells
construction company as the terested in the affairs of firemen and
lLVMo.Vr ItRAMt imi.i s
o
lllUllVJ Fargo Domestic Money Order. Travelers'
cause of the death of Ed. McDuffie, a member of the State Pharmaceutical
yearsknown as Best. Safest. Alw.
soiBRyroiir.r.KTS F.'FRYWNFSE
which occurred in this city a few Board, A. W. Martin and Arthur C.
Checks and Foreign Money Order
weeks ago, suit was filed in the dis- Culver, are up from the Duke City.
Professor F. A. Jones, a recognized
trict court Wednesday by James M.
U. S., Canada, Mexico
mining
authority in the West, is up NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
administrator
Dye,
of the estate asking for $5,000 damages for iris family. from Albuquerque, seeking to interest
EXPRESS LINE.
Immediately after the filing of the legislators in the legislation to furthREMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
suit an offer was made by the company er the mining industry in New Mexico.
W. D. Murray of Silver City, banker
50166
of $1,500 to settle the case which was
Jt
and former legislator and member of
given Wednesday for this amount and
Leave
Orders
Oxford
at
Club Saloon.
the constitutional convention, who is
the case closed.
D.
Another case filed in the district also favorably spoken of as a candicourt Wednesday was that styled Arda date for the U. S. Senate, is here for
the convention doings.
McDowell vs. John W. McDowell, askState Senator and Mrs. Gregory A
ing for a divorce bn the ground of
Page of Gallup are here for the legisdesertion.
She alleges that her hus- lative session. As
they were here
band left her on September 1, 190S,
during the constitutional convention
5nd has only been heard of once since of which
Senator Page was a valuable
that time, being in Crow Agency, Mont. member, it is like coming home to
She asks the court for the
Successor to
custody of them and their host of friends.
her little daughter. Attorney K. K.
William E. Inglis, of Vermejo Park,
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
Scott represents the plaintiff. Ros- Colfax coun'y, Mrs. Inglis and son,
weH Morning News.
are spending a few days in the CapiFIRST-CLAS- S
tal, Mr. Inglis being a delegate to the
He is
Republican state convention.
PROCLAMATION.
secretary to William H. Bartlett, the
JO 11
Also First-Clas- s
Some,
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
Chicago millionaire, whose estate in
By and with the authoritv of
northern Colfax county forms a vast
310 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main 139
X the City Council, I herewith de-national park.
clare March 7, and April 10,
U. S. District Attorney Bernard S.
SANTA FE, N. M.
X 1912, Clean-UDays, on which
Rodey of Nome, Alaska, formerly delX all householders
are ureed to
egate to Congress and with home 'at often comes from the fair sex to
X make it their
man the care
especial dutv to X Albuquerque is at Seattle, Washing- to the
X clean up and disinfect
ton, attending federal court and may less, slovenly fellow. It is good
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
X premises and to
report to the X reache Santa Fe before all senatorial advice to dress as well as one's
X city authorities other
AND
premises X
means will afford, because good
X that are in need of beinc: clean- - X ambitions are disposed of.
F. D. Williams, sales mana'ger of a clothes are the best passport to
For Best Laundry Work
X ed up or should be disinfected. X
large firm dealing with asbestos roof good society and business preferX A clean and sanitarv etv in
We make
X the aim of the city authorities X ing and other asbestos goods, is in San ment.
clothes,
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
ta Fe from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, correct in cut and stylish
X and every good citizen.
of the beat
fit,
X
brother-in-laand
is
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
the guest of his
X
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, X
materials, and we charge very
C. A. Rising.
.
X Attest:
Mayor. X
moderately.
X
T. P. DELGADO, Clerk
X
Agency at 0. K. Barber Shop
EUGENE FISCHOF'S
SPRING SAMPLES READY
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
SALOMON A WINNER.
FOR INSPECTION.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Phone Red No. 23.
GUAR ANTEED
Phone, Red No. 2
and Br-- ss
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine (By Special Leased Trim to New Mexican Cleaning and Pressing a Specialty
Paris, March 9. Eugene Fischof'3
Druggists refund money if
LACASSAliNE, fry a New Mexican want ad. I ItTablets.
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig Salomon won the Prix de L'Orn at the
MURALTER,
3Q5 San Francesco Street.
nature Is on each bos. 25c.
race meeting at Saint Ouen today.
b.lngi tesultg.
i Cor. Palace and Washington Aves.

'

,

-

BARNES, Agent

Deserved Admonition

AT THE

CLARENDON GARDEN

THE STAR BARN

Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.!
DOWN TOWN STAND

Phone Black 12

IN BUTT BROS. DRUG STORE.

LIVERY RIGS.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

J. R. CREATH,

SIGN
POINTING

!1tS:sATisPAaioN

Imperial Laundry

L

J

X
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For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses- THFnnnRF

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

Phone Black 132.
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PAUL P.

HACK SERVICE.

FIRST-CLAS- S

JULIUS

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both -- North South.
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of-tTwo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at - p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good coverea hacks and good.
way.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
TOc.
a
Noodle
Order
French
dlsn,
furnished commeresl men to take In
Maw Terk Chop Suey BOo. the
surrounding tonns. Wire KaUMo .

he

Station,
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address a Republican convention and date for Governor, H. O. B irsum, the
state mention of whom brought out a volespecially the first Republican

BRANCH

J5JPED

SIMPLY OUR OWN LABOR

Republican State Convention
Adopts Harmony ResoluHave Your Easter Suit
MADE BY THE

Capital Tailors

tions Unanimously
SESSION

HELD

LAST EVENING

A Permanent Organization Perfected and Rattling Good
Speeches Made.

convention in New Mexico.
As has been said here today, the
Republican party in New Mexico is
not dead by a long shot. It is saying of one of the old statesmen of
the United States, that has become a
byword: "God hates a quitter." The
Republicans are not quitters by a
shows
good deal. This convention
that to be a fact. Notwithstanding a
partial defeat suffered in the recent
election at the hands of our common
political enemy, and from the Progressive Republicans, so called, we must
not throw all the blame on the Progressive Republicans. Let us shoulder
a part of tnat blame ourselves, fellow Republicans, we must do that:
Let as make a clean breast oi this
while we are at it and say that we are
partly to blame for that partial defeat
and let us be manly enough to call
back those of our brethren who separated from us for the time being, back
to our party. Let us call thein in. The
resolution presented by the gentlemen
from San Miguel is very appropriate.
Let us forgive and forget; let us
give and take on this occasion; we
need the help of the
Progressives in this state for the Republican
ticket and party and we should bring
them in if we can properly do so;
that is the situation in my mind as
concerns the Progressives.
We are
on the eve of a presidential election
of very great importance and especially of importance to ;ew Mexico and
we must be up and doing. We must
not abandon our guns at this time.
The Progressives have chosen this
same day for holding their convention
with the avowed purpose of coming
back to the- fold.
Therefore, why
should we refuse to invite them to
come in? If they have erred, we are
not judges of another's conduct, but
what we do know is what happened to
us. We have, gentlemen,
in our
hands a Republican legislature fortunately; also a good many of the state
officers. The most important thing
about it is that this first state legislature of New Mexico is called upon to
elect two U. S. Senators. We want
two good Republican
two
senators,
good and able men. Next we want
good laws. We want that restriction
citplaced upon our
izens taken out of that constitution;
that restriction does not exist in the
constitution of any other state in this
I do not see :.ny
union, gentlemen.
reason why it should exist in the
constitution of New Mexico. Let the
legislature take and suDtnu the amend
ment to the vote of the people and
see if not
of the citizens
reject that language clause. Gentlemen, I am not going to punish you
with a great deal of this. Your temporary chairman was an excellent addresser and a splendid orator. The
chairman of the Republican Central
Committee was just as good. It is not
the business of this convention to lis
ten to a great deal, of my talk, while it
all comes from the heart. I am not as
good an orator as I wish I could be
or. an occasion like this. I have presided once before over a Republican
convention in the Territory. In that
convention we were very successful.
If my presiding over a Republican
convention does any good I will be
very glad. I am not a hoodoo, I don't
think. I thank you again and ask
your indulgence if I made any mistakes. I thank you from the bottom
of my heart.
Mr. Molinari followed with an address in similar strain enlivening his
discourse
with
several
brilliant
anecdotes.

ley of applause. In Colorado, he
said, the Progressives are called "sore
heads," although it is possible that
the New Mexico breed is of a different
kind. Barela concluded with an appeal to New Mexico to send to the
National Capital two straightforward
Republicans, one of whom shall be a
Spanish American, not because of race
but as a matter of right, for 75 per
cent of the
people
are Republicans anu 7." per cent of
the Republicans of New Mexico are
The Senator was
frequently interrupted by applause.
The convention then adjourned
to
ten o'clock Saturday forenoon to await
the report of the committee on resolutions as well as that of the conference committee on harmony and to
elect the eight delegates and eight
alternate to the National Convention.
Committees.
Permanent Organization
Francisco
Lucero y Montoya, II. Russell, T. F.
McAuliffe, C. F. Copeluml, 11. D. Bowman, M. &. Groves, V. 1). Murray, T.
W. Watson, H. H. Williams, 1).
E. M. Lucero, .1. M. Fall, C.
F. Marilen, W. I. Luikart, E. Baca,
F. Staplin, A. A. Sena, .. W. Akers,
J. H. Wjnston on all committees. A.
C Abeyta, D. Montoya,
R. Romero,
11
F. Brown, B. Romero.
Rules F. A. Hubbell, G. L. Parsons, A. R. Stricher, James Rotts, R.
de la O.. T. J. Senford. W. 1). Belden,
S I). Grospin,
J. V. Turley. C. J.
l.aughren, G. Mulhollnntl, G. Page, B.
Sanchez, J. A. Baird, .1. M. Chaves, Jr.,
W. E. Lindsey, E. Salazar, M. Prado,
D. J. Leahy, Celso Lopez, E. II. Sweet,
R. Sanchez, W. Mcintosh, X. F.
C. Baca.
Resolutions E. A. Mann, C. L. Parsons, M. W. Mills, W. K. Marsh, W. II.
W. H.
Llewellyn, C. M. Richards,
Xewcomb, M. G. Manzanares, W. E.
Blanchard, H. H. Williams. J. Spears,
J. A. Young, T. Melendez, J. M. Bowman, C. F. Maiden, L. H. Prince, T.
J Molinari, E. A. Miera, W. H. Chris-man- ,
C. A. Spiess, J. I). Sena, C.
N.
Hilton, F. Cheetham, F. Chaves, E. P.
Ervien, S. Mirabal.
Credentials
J. E. Wilson, H. Russell, .1. M. Gauna, J. Potts, C. L. Hill,
W. H. Fox, Salome Martinez,
C.
T.
Hye, D. B. Stephen, N. Ha bo, Sr., R.
K. Odel, J. I. Bailey, P. Siegel, P.
F. M. Smith, A. Montoya, Fred
Blinker, L. Delgado, Seferino
Baca,
M. L. Garcia, E.
F. H.
Quintana,
Ayers, E. B. Gallegos, Eliseo Harela.
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THE SECRET OF LONG LIFE.

PROGRESSIVES
IN SOUABBLE
An Attempt to Form Permanent Organization
Causes Trouble

Spanish-America-

TOO

MANY

AXES

TO

Do not sap the springs of life by neglect of the human mechanism, by allowing
the accumulation of poisons in the system. An imitation of Nature's method of
restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of the blood and nervous strength is
to take an alterative glyceric extract (without alcohol) of Golden Seal and Oregon
grape root, Rloodroot, Stone and Mandrake root with Cherrybark.
Over 40 yea-- i
ogo Dr. Pierce gave to the public this remedy, which he called Dr. Pierce's (ioldea
Medical Discovery. He iound it would help the blood in taking up the proper elements from food, help the liver into activity, thereby throwing out the poisons from
the blood and vitalizing the whole system as well as allaying and soothing a
cough.
No one ever takes cold unless constipated, or exhausted, and having what we
call
which is attended with impoverished blood
and exhaustion of nerve force. The " Discovery" is an
tonic which restores tone to the blood, nerves and
heart by imitating Nature's methods of restoring waste
of tissue, and feeding the nerves, heart and lungs on ricli
red Moo.l.

Spanish-American-

Grand Old Party Looked Good
to Some When Parting Was
Imminent.

('

"I KiifiVree1 from pnin under my riitht shottMer lilarle also a
severe ouii n," wribM Miet. W. Dou.v. of New llroeklanii, S. C. tovery
Dr.
V. Pieree. HulTuio, N. Y. " Had four dill'erent doctors and none did
ome s:iid I had consumption, others said 1 would hava
jne ::ny ("j'rfi.
I
have
an
to
was bedridden, unahle to sit up for six months
o,x nation.
and was ii.,tniriLT hut. a live skeleton.
You advised me to take
(io'.tk r. Medic,-:- ! Discovery and Dr. i'ieree s Pleasant Jel!et3.
vhen I had taken one bottle of the 'Discovery' I could sit up for an.
hour at a time, and when I had taken thne b.,'t!os I could do my
I took fourteen bottle in il nml u.ai
Cooking and lend to the children.
then m;ood health. My weight is now M tiumuls.

Will

Mrs. Dokh.
The State Progressive Republican
convention met at S o'clock last night
in the hall of representatives at the
and all other industries en the merits of cases appealed to
Capitol, adopted a platform which was sheep, wool,
of the state.
that court, without regard to technical
prepared by the committee on resoluThe public lands donated to us by errors, defects, or exceptions in the
tions and platform. The first hitch in
for instituonaI and educa- record which do not affect the subthe. evening's program came when an Congress
tional
are one of the im- stantial rights of the parties involved.
purposes,
the
amend
to
platattempt was made
man15.
We
in a direct primary
form to include the recall along with portant assets of the State. The
of
After agement and disposition of the lands election law for the nomination
the initiative and referendum.
an acrimonious discussion on the sub- should be most carefully guarded to till elective officials.
W. D. Murray, Silver City.
the end thai the objects for which
Hi. A Senatorial PrefTeii'-Act. by
Dr. A. E. Streicher, Raton.
ject the amendment was rejected.
The real battle oegan when the mat- they were granted be fully observed which the voter may be enabled to
C. F. Copeland, Clovis.
ter of a conference with the the Re- and carried out, and that no indivi express his choice for United States
or combination of individuals Senators and President.
Whereas, an unfortunate dipublican convention came up. A bet- dual,
A general revision of the Elec17.
ter illustration oi the state of mind of be allowed to secure largo tracts of
vision has arisen in the ranks
of the Republican party of
the prodigal son could not have been land, or acquire them for speculative tion Laws on a sound and intelligible
in the State. We believe
New Mexico, which caused
pictured than was presented in the purposes
Lasis, upholding the secrecy of the
that in the selection and location of
that party a partial defeat at
lallot and providing rigid penalties
stormy debate that ensued. Appeals
to
lands
the
donated
State
Con
the
by
tor harmony ,vere unheeded.
the polls in the first state elecfor the violation of such laws.
A suggested permanent state organ- gress for any purpose, preference as
tion which seriously threatenis. A careful revision of the Rebe
ization would mean a declaration of a to locality of selection, should
ed to embarrass the party in
venue Laws of the State, and espeto
the
educational
Institutions
third party it was pointed out. and the given
the future, and,
cially a statute providing for the levy
men who had voted the Republican of the State.
and collection of a franchise, income,
Whereas, the
Progressive
9.
We strenuously oppose all comticket for years (lid not feel that they
and inheritance tax and for specific
Republicans are now in sesor
trusts
binations,
conspiracies,
could turn their faces forever from
sion assembled for the sake
taxes on the
of all the mines
in
restraint of trade, and of the State. output
agreements
of party harmony and assured
eontemplat'ng the Grand Old Party.
It was freely asserted that certain lo all monopolies, or attempted mono19.
future success, he it
A Correction and Charity Board
to control the trade, or com- to
have supervision and management
persons in the Progressive ranks had polies
"Resolved, that the Convenmerce
of
we
this
in
believe
State, and
axes to grind a:id hat they would action authorize the chairman of
t.l all the institutions of charity and
and insist upon a vigorous prosecuthe Central Committee of the
corrections of the State, with
complish their end at the sacrifice of
the
of all persons and corporations
the party in New Mexico if necessary. tion
Republican Party of New Mexpower lo appoint employees thereof.
in
who
the
Stale
the
vio.ate
statutes
"You are forcing this organization in20. A Board of Regents
ico, to appoint a committee
of the
to the Democratic party," asserted M. upon this subject; and we are in favor educational institutions of the State
of five, of which said chairof and duly amended of the Act of
L. Fox and I'dded.
man shall be a member for the
with like powers, thus eliminating
Congress of July 2, 1S0U, known as
"Do you wish to do this?"
purpose of consultation with a
many of these boards from said instit
the
Act, so as to prevent tutions in the
view of harmonizing our difEvidently the question was food for
interest of economy,
further judicial legislation with and
ferences if possible and prethought and a more moderate and any
efficiency of service.
n thereto.
tefei'i'.:
21. A genuinely effective, and not
thoughtful tone was given to the prosenting a solid front to the
in. The powers exercised by the a
common enemy at the election
ceedings until adjournment.
bogus corrupt practices act, limiting
That the Republican convention in Forestry Service oi "e general gov the amount of money that can be exnext fah."
session t the Elk ' theatre had taken ernment have been bure. 'cratic, arbi pended on elections, and under severe
action looking towards the harmoniz- trary and oppressive and in lu.'iiy res- penalties strictly requiring
publicity
This resolution introduced by Chas.
ing of the two conventions was an- pects illegal and a menace to anil
both before and after election of all
of
a
individual
but
with
W.
H.
nounced
Gillenwater,
A. Spiess and seconded by Herbert
rights,
by
moneys expended for campaign, and
storm of protest ensued when the mat- benefit to the public. At least, one
n
B. Holt, was adopted unanimously
purposes.
ter of appointing a committee for a fourth of the Forest Reserves in this
last evening by the Republican con22. We believe that any nominatwas
conference
are
We
State
lands.
suggested.
vention at the Elks Theater.
ing politkcl convention, has the right
NEW YORK STOCK
George W. Prichard and Miguel not only believe in, and insist upon to nominate
Committee on Rules.
,'nd place on its ticket
MARKET IS SLUGGISH. A. Otero advised that the communi- the elimination of these
lands from the candidate oi candidates
The committee on rules recommendof its
acno
cation was not official and that
the reserves, but we are in favor of an
ed the adoption of the rules of the
General Trend Was Toward
Heavi-nesbe taken. A plan was sug- entirely new Forestry system by choice, regardless of the fact that such
tion
should
we Legislative
Council and the following
names have been placed on the ticket
But Some Gains Were
gested by Attorney Francis C. Wilson which the duties of the Forestry Ba- of
order of business;
another nominating convention,
Made.
tu the effect that the Progressive plat- teau be clearly
been
defined, and limited and we favor the
Report of the Committee on Crerepeal of Section
form should be presented to the regu- to the protection" of actual foicst. withdentials.
1, Chapter 127 of the Session Laws of
(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican) lar convention and an opportunity givprices. Report of the Committee on Orgaout disturbing the possession of ina this
New York, N. Y., .March 9. ModerState, which prohibits this
en it to subscribe to its principals.
thereon.
nization.
G. W. PRICHARD,
ately large dealings in U. S. Steel and After two hours of argument the mat- ciitryman
1 1.
The
Insula'.'
possesSpanish
Report of the Committee on Resold
amalgamated copper at fractional de- ter was laid on the table. The matter
Chairman.
diof
sions
the United States aiid the
tions.
- M. C. de BACA.
clines was the one feature at the open- of a
be so
organization was also plomatic and commercial
permanent
relations
It recommended that one delegate
D. N. HARTLEY,
ing of the stock market today. Tfie held up and an adjournment taken unwith many Spanish speaking countries
mixed and one alternate to the National
ANGUS McGILLIVRAY,
general tenaency was toward heavi- til 10 this morning.
make
the Spanish language an
Convention be elected from each juR. H. TRUjiLLO,
ness, the only active stock to open
A committee consisting of M. A.
medium of communication
dicial district, each district being
with a gain being Reading, Pittsburg
JOHN
B. BURG,
G.
W.
C.
Prichard and Francis
Otero,
between the United States and the
called upon for nominations.
If only
coal advanced a point and general Wilson was
SOLOMON BACA.
to shape pro- people of those countries. We thereappointed
one nomination for delegate and alterelectric,
gressive legislation, a resume of which fore favor a sufficient appropriation
nate is made, respectively, then that
CONNOR AND COMPANY
The market went lower before an was given in a resolution adopted.
by Congress to establish and endow a
in
to
be considered elected; if
nominee
ANNOUNCE SUSPENSION.
active demand for the copper stocks
State Progressive Republican PlatAmerican
in
this
Spanish
college
more than one nomination than a balturned the trend of prices upward.
form.
Also
State for the purpose of teaching, (Hy Pntclal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
lot to be taken by the convention.
Amalgamated copper mounted nearly
The Progressive Republican League training, and equiping young men to
New York, March 9. The stock exThe report was signed by f. A. Hub- a point to 71
and there was also of New Mexico in convention assemb- a
higher standard of efficiency, for change firm of Connor & Company anbell, chairman, and Celso Lopez, se
good.
large absorption of the Canadian is- led, in the Hall of the House of Recommercial, consular and diplomatic nounced their suspension on the excretary, it was unanimously adoptsues at good gains. Prominent railpresentatives in the City of Santa Fe, service in the countries named.
change today.
ed.
road shares recovered to
12. We favor an amendment to the
yesteiday's on the 8th day of March, 1912. reB. C. Hernandez Permanent Chairman
closing figures, but United States steel affirms the declaration of Progressive Constitution of the State
providing
The pommittee on permanet organi- was sluggish and met stock on small Republican
USE JLLEMjOOT-EASE- ,
Principles, enunciated by a reasonable initiative and referenC.
Hernandez of
zation reported B.
rallies.
us on the 4th day of October, l'Jll in dum, and for the creation of a land
New York, N. Y., March 9. The this city.
hoard consisting of three or more The
antiseptic powder to be shaken
market
closed irregular.
2. We declare our faith in,
and persons, giving such uoard the man- into tlie shoes. If you want rest and
Trading
was light in the last hour and confined adherence to the
principles of Repub- agement, control, and supervision of comfort for tired,
aching, swollen,
largely to unimportant specialties and licanism as shown by the records the lands of the state, and also the
sweating feet, use Allen's Foot Easj.
less conspicuous railway shares, "but in made by successive
Republican admi- careful inspection of all school, coun- Relieves corns and bunions
of all
the final dealings, the movement be- nistrations
over a period of ty and territorial bonds heretofore is- pain and prevents blisters, sore and
extending
came more active and early losses in
years during which time the sued, before the same are converted callous spots. Just the thing for
some of the speculative leaders were Republican
party has received the into state bonds.
Leather
Dancing Parties, Patent
largely recovered.
13. We favor a new jury law that Shoes, and for
Among the note continued enforcement of the people
in New
Breaking
worthy gains were Pittsburg Coal, oi the United States, and we believe will not permit juries to be packed by Shoes. It is the greatest comfort, dis2
the preferred, 3; Minneapolis, that the Republican
party has receiv- political favorites, or for special pur- covery or the age. Try it today. Sold
St. Paul and Sault Ste Marie 2
an'd ed such approval and endorsement be- poses.
everywhere, 25 cts. Don't accept any
Lehigh Valley, Atlantic Coast Line and cause it has ever been ready to meet
14. We are in favor of the pas- substitute. For FREE trial package,
American Car 1 to 1
each new issue as it has arisen, and sage of a law requiring the Supreme address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
has stood for the equal rights of all Court of the State to give judgment N. Y.
GOVERNMENT CROP REPORT
men.
MAKE" MARKET BULLISH.
We now demand that the work of
"
"
my
1
progress which has been the principle
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) of our
parly be continued and no slop
Chicago, .11., March 9. Although taekwa'.l he allj.vtd.
wheat took a lively turn because of
3. The wtrk
aciomplished by us at
bullish construction of the government
the first election in this Stats in
crop report, the aavance abruptly dis futherance of these
principles are ex
appeared, opening prices were
ceedingly gratifying, and we promise
up. May started at 104 to to continue
Here's the shoe you have been reading so much about
the work until even
104
, a gain of
to
the shoe that has
in the magazines the "Boy Scout"
achievements
are
greater
accomplishbut sagged to 104
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
ed in the interest of good government,
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a
The close was strong, with May wholesome laws, clean
politics and
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
1
104
at
higher
Shoe now in town and ready for your inspection.
equal rights of the citizens of the
corner temperatures rather than the state.
Washington news about farm reserves,
4. We believe that the source
of
arnished aid to the bull side of the all political
"Boy Scouts" are the "classiest" shoes ever
power is in the' people
you
made for rough and tumble wear. They outwear
corn market. May opened
to and not in
nnd
we
are
political bosses,
twoor three pairsof ordinary shoes. Just tue
to
PERMANENT CHAIRM AN B. C. HERNANDEZ
and opposed to all forms of encroachment
higher at 71
ttcKet lor oasecau, Tunmug. juuiyuix
Of the Republican
State Convention.
reacted to 70
any outdoor sport. Every boy who uas
on the rights of the people by the
l
seen them is crazy for a pair.
The close was strong at 72
Color- sis
fir
or by those who are
interests,
10
00
iie
Little
a
JO
1
Olive, Tan
1
May,
gain of
-1
Z.SU
or
to
retained by corporations
employed,
Boji ize
and Black
Barela Addresses Convention.
Tierra Amarilla for permanent chairU to Bic Bor'
aod idcxt'i Size 6 to 10 $3.00
Damage reports from Texas helped for that
purpose.
State Senator Casimiro Barela of up oats, offerings began to increase
man; T. J. Molinari of Portales for
5. We
secretary; Nestor Montoya of Albu- Trinidad, Colorado, was called to the and quotations sank in sympathy with who are believe that none but those
of
in
capable and honest, should
Luis Armijo of Las Ve- platform ana made an address which other grain.
querque;
May started a shade to be selected to fill any office in this
and
in
F.
of
N.
in
reminiscent
part
part
Gallegos
? gas;
of
Clayton, and was
your stnckinps and hurt your feet.
The soles are made from Elk Sole
up at 53 to 53
and then state, and we will condemn any effort
Jose D. Sena of Santa Fe, interpre- an appeal to the Republicans of New worked down to 52
"Boy Scouts" are the coolet and
Leather the toughest and best sole
that
be
to
may
secret
remove
made
Our
is.
of
process most healthful shoes you could buy.
any
leather there
fail- do
see ters. The recommendation was una- Mexico to stand up for Republican
An advance at the yards afforded
The soles are put on so good you
of tannage makes them wear from two
ficial, or the expulsion of any member
can't pull them loose no matter how
nimously adopted.
principles. In opening, he spoke of only temporary support for provisions. of the
to three times as longas common soles.
legislature who has been duly
And they're the best shoe you could
A committee consisting of Jesus the privilege accorded the women of Initial sales
rough you are.
lower elected, when the object of mucn
ranged from 2
Just tell your folks about them.boys.
get for your feet, too. They're made
Sanchez, Charles A. Spiess and O. A. Colorado to vote with the men on all to 10c up, with July options 16.10 for
They'll want you to have a pair.
especially for growing feet and feel
proposed removal, or expulsion is to
on.
Larrazolo escorted Chairman
Her- niiestinns: assured his hearers that he
The
them
fine
the
minute
Maybe your pr will want a pair. too.
you put
for lard, and 8.85 for gain some
pork; 9.47
yoa in and look at
partisan advantage.
uppers are made from Elk Skin Leather Ask him to bring He'll
nandez to the platform and a similar always bad a warm spot in his heart ribs.
be just as deG.
them himself.
and are as soft as gloves. There
The Constitution of the State
courtesy was extended to Secretary for New Mexico's spirited struggle for
are.
as
to
tear
no
are
you
apart,
lighted
linings
rip
was
unamendable
before
practically
Molinari by a committee consisting statehood, recalling the incident when
"You get a Swastika"
the last election. We rejoice over
Good Luck Charm
of A. C. Abeyta and Jose D. Sena.
STENZEL ECZEMA LfDUiO
an indiscret remark of Delegate b.
the
fact
that
the
with everv pairof "Boy
of
the
state
people
from
Mr. Hernandez in assuming
the Elkins, prevented New Mexico
Scout" Shoes you buy. And it's a dandy. Looks something
by a majority of over 12.000 adopted
chairmanship made a ringing speech coming in as a state at the same
A clear white liquid for cleansing.
of
this
ad, only it is bright
like the picture in the corner
thp ampnrlmont IrnM,.,. or, ttiA lit,. a
it stays bright, too. Makes
and shiny, like a gold piece-a- nd
interspersed with wit and humor that time as Colorado 35 years ago. He
SWn and sca,1)
hea"ng
O
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
Ballot, thus making the constitution
kept his audience laughing and ap- dwelt on the glory of statehood and
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right awaydf
more easily amended by the people
more.
we
caa
for
to
send
wait
until
have
plauding. He said in part:
don't
Stops itching or burning Instantly; when
that because of it, New Mexico now
you'll
you
they desire to amend it, except
Speech of B. C. Hernandez, Permanent needs ask leave of no man, nay not cures eczema permanent.
as it affects the articles on Elective
THE SHOEMAN
A few days after using the Liquid
Chairman
even former Senator Albert J. BeverFranchise and Education.
Members of the convention and fel- idge, when it wishes to attend to its the disease begins to disappear.
7. We believe in a tariff law that
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisc&
low citizens:
I deem It always a own' affairs. He referred to his cam
will give us ample protection on the
- er
Co.
candiand
Door
to
Zook'g
National
Drug
Bank Bid;. great honor and a great pleasure to paign tour for the Republican
First
Neit
Pharmacy.

And You Will Surely
Save From

$10.00 to $15.00

CONCILIATION COMMITTEE.
The lollowing is the conciliation committee as appointed Dy
Colonel Venccslao Jararaillo,
state chairman, who under the
resolutions, is l. member of the
committee.
Thomas D. Burr s, Tierra
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worthy of our worship. It is His
perfection which exalts our God far
above all others; and that can satisfy
the longings of our hearts. We worship Him because He is worthy of our
devotion and praise and adoration:
because He is the one Being with
whom none else in the universe can
be compared.
Moreover, it is because God is so
perfectly good and glorious in Him
self, and not merely because He has
done as kindness, and heaped upon
us undeserved benefits, that we worship Him. For His kindness, we owe
Him gratitude, and gratitude without
end. But for His excellent and glorious goodness, we owe Him worship,
end. O Lord
and worship without
find nf Hosts, who is like unto Thee?"
"Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive
and glory and wisdom and
thanksgiving and honor artd power
and might for ever."
Man is the one aflimal who
and he worships, just because
he is not merely an animal, but a man
with an immortal soul in him. The

MEW

MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
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Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
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PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
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Vice President.
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Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
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publican territory. I believe in the ;
rule of the people, in obeying the mandates of the majority. The closer the
Republican party gets to the people,
the more energetic it is in carrying
out the wishes of the people, the more
successful it is bound to be at the
polls.

serious task confronts this nation. The body politic, great industrial enterprises, the m'i'ds of ihe
people, are all in turbulent condition,
a concition that is not m ;r- v local
but extends over the entire world. In
this country we have no revolution,
bat there is discontent, lack of confidence that must be restored before
there ca nbe permanent prosperity.
There are untoward conditions that
must be rectified, that demand con- structive statesmanship alid
"A

-

g

legisla-blessin-

SL

SATURDAY, MARCH

DANISH AGRICULTURAL CO
OPERATION AND CONSERVATION.
Government Keeps a Jealous Eye Upon Quality of Farm Exports at
All Times.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
MauCopenhagen, March 9. Dr.
rice Egan, the United States Minister
to Denmark, has been invited by the
Southern Commercial Society to make
a series of talks on "Danish Agricultural Cooperation and Conservation"
before the Southern Chambers of Commerce of the United States.
;
The position of 'Denmark as a
school for the study .of scientific agriculture is becoming more important
every year and Dr. Egan has made
a close study of the methods which
have made Denmark a leader in cooperative agriculture, especially, the
effect of the plan on the cost of living.
This feature will be considered
at
length by the lecturer in America.
When questioned in regard to the
invitation to speak on this subject in
the United States, Dr. Egan declared
that such a request had been made.
He said that he believed that the success of the Danish farmers was not
only due to their perfect
but also to the fact that they received
the hearty support and sympathy of
the national and provincial govern-

We should select a candidate for
ir.e rresiaency witnout reterence to
personality, for the Presidenf is after
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
all merely an instrumentality through
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
which the electorate desires to carry
out well defined policies. It is there- every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large ano growing circulation
.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
lu' uut a Question so mucn oi capac-verof integrity, of patriotism in the
fact that this instinct of wor-two men wh figure so conspicuously
ship is part of our very nature the
fact that we adore truth and faithful-- ! as candidates for the hign honor of
and Justice and love the nomination by the Republican par-iness, and n.or-for m(?n more honest, more patriot-tendis a guarantee that God in- God,
THE SUN STILL SHINES.
more than that of the average mer
more anxious to serve the best
those
that
qualities
splendid
Senator Raynor of Maryland goes chant, has given freely his energies,
be manifest in us. Worship is terests of th People than William H.
farther than even the most radical La talents, time, the past two years to
Ta(t and Theodore Roosevelt cannot
Folletteite in his plan for making a the unselfish and patriotic task of the way in which God brings this be found.
Both, I am sure, both are ments.
prompt and honorable disposition of making Santa Fe a cleaner and a more about. For when we worship God, we rea(Jy t0 sacrifice
any personal advan- "In effecting this," he said, "it was
confess that there is only one life
Colonel Roosevelt.
He proposes to beautiful
and in enforcing law
or any personal ambition, if they
city,
as
sensible
which
to insure the success of a
ought
creatures,
we,
tender him to the new republic of and order.
necessary
man
Buch a
Ordinarily,
to live, and that is a life of purity and could thereby do a patriotic duty and
China as its president, vice Dr. Sun
agricultural venture that
could not be had for such a task for
serve the people.
Yat Sen, resigned.
the State should have a certain power
holiness, a life of justice and mercy,
comis
for
he
a
less
than
$10,000
year,
"Trusts must be regulated, not only of examination over the
In the Flowery Republic the colonel
a life of love, like God's. When we
products sent
can formulate a
and pelled to make enemies, to face un- give God the honor due unto Him in because the people must have a square to market. In moulding the opinion
i
i
j
to
1 ulso
10 lne
ena tnat indus- - of the
'
government, in which pleasant situations, to refuse favors
farming population here the
worship, we receive again. He gives
the executive shall be the general in friends, and grant justice to political Himself to us; He comes into our ii j auu enterprise may De preserved government has the valuable aid of
to
this
well
to
nation and flourish and that tne Danish
It would be
keep hearts to fulfill the desire of holiness
command, the chief justice of the su- enemies.
high schools. They in
preme court shall be his chief of staff, such a man at the head of the munici- of life that cur worship has awakened. improvements and devices of great clude both summer and winter ses
minds be made available for the bene-li- t
members of the legislature shall act pal affairs, even if for no other reason,
sions of students of mature years of
And thus-thresult of worship upon
of the masses.
Growths of indus- - both sexes. These
as barbers of laws and "shine 'em up" than that most other men cannot af- the
is to cause him to be trial
schools, by en
worshipper
haa
enternrispa
niarjv
artists of the general, and the people ford because of business or friendships
some degree at least, l.ke.the wilh
and provincial
national
in
couraging
come,
of
n
growtn
shall be empowered to reverse all de- to make enemies in the performance
Ore worshipped. By worship, we be - , necessary t0 have a ch(Jck tQ
pride, are at the very root of the feelall of duty.
cisions of the courts and recall
ent
which induces the Dane to make
hold the glory of the Lord, and "are oppression, to
officers except the president.
preserve liberty and ing
into the same image from justice.
every sacrifice to remain at home on
changed
Senator Raynor says whether sarWELL DONE.
The Republican party is in control his own land rather than emigrate.
glory to glory even as by the Spirit
castically or not it is impossible to
The Republican state convention by of the Lord
which takes place
in New Mexico today. But remember, The emigration
of
and
determine that the proposition
Taft
for
President
standing up
that the control carries with it re- from some Western States to Canada
Colonel Roosevelt to submit the deci- the Taft administration, and selecting
NEW MEXICO
It is now that there is would be regarded as very unpatriotic
sponsibilities.
sion of a state court on constitutional a Taft delegation to the Chicago con REPUBLICANS OF
an
ARE
H.
WILLIAM
TAFT.
FOR
to enact laws that will by Danish people. In the Southern
opportunity
questions to the people for revision is vention, has demonstrated that the
meet with the approval of the taxpay- - United States what might be called
not "merely a flippant and impulsive wise conservatism with which
Re
ers. If the legislature does no do a provincial love of one's own home
(Continued from Page One)
utterance of a candidate for public of- publicans formulated the, idte consti'
its duty well, the Republican party exists to a larger extent than elsehe
stand
the
by
fice." He asserts that Colonel Roose- tution and which cfv?.tf 'the admission electrified his hearers
.
:r next
of will be victorious at the
election, where in the country and therefore
velt has been "reflecting on this prop- of the state t we greeted with such took for seurmS an expression
Hel
"There
is
of
convention.
seldom
the
sentiment
some great the South seems to be the place where
that
osition for years,'' that he has "al- confidence,
the
of
remainder
the
jy
ways been hostile to the decisions of t'nio" nas not departed from the Re- declared the plan of choosing dele- wrong has not some virtue to it, and a modified form of the Danish system
tne courts wnenever tney connictea i miyb1ican party The decree that the gates by judicial districts to represent perhaps the Republican party in New would meet with the most encourage-- I
the sentiment of the entire state, as Mexico has not been
ment.
with his own views" and that he has , Republicans are not
wavering in their peculiar, as one district had cast only has committed some altogether holy,
mistakes, has
"The Danish national government
always contended that the powers :,.vf. aiIesiance to those principles which
the President should be "abso,,utely have made tnis nation great havl 1,860 votes while the Fourth Judicial room for some improvement and that, keeps a jealous eye upon the quality
some
had
of
perhaps
District
cast
5,380
Republican'
the suggestions of of farm exports.
supreme, unlimited by the. constitu Denmark
it unparalleled prosperity and vctes at the
last election. Every one the Progressives should be adonted was much arousedRecently
tloaon account of a
in
Mexico
benefited
New
which
have
Senator Raynor is --. Democrat and manlfold ways, was to have Deen ex- - of the eight delegates is bound to It is certain that the Republican party complaint as to the standard of butter
for the entire slate, he declared, must make sure that any nomination
as ijemocrats art,
aimosi
sent to England. The government or-aiwajs pectea but there were voiceg ner,. speak
wrong in their opinions of Republican and there, with sufficient force, to "These men are expected to speak it makes, really reflects the sentiment dered an immediate examination
and
of
the
our
not
or
of
their county
that
voters, that it is an unquestion-thei- r
mind,
measures and, their measures of Rerajse doubt and misgivings ln som
able mandate of the rank and file. I assisted by the priae of the farmers
I
know
district.
Federico
that
ui
vriliuiaui
ills
jjuuiiLctii oif.tesilieil,
but faith in first principles Chaves is
unwaveringly for the man, feel certain that the nominations made jthe authorities had little difficulty in
Colonel Uoosevelt is to be received quarters,
has again been justified.
There is whose administration
the usual standard.
would generally
not oriy with a grain but with a table- be restoring
Wf haV? Ju8tn- by conventions
trust UUI6
leaders,
"In
no
country are cattle diseases
...cu
a
wnom
l
out
to
n'lu nurran; ior
make it
yumanes,
ewiftnful of salt. The New Mexican
iew
than in Denmark.
Mexico should be. on' every principle absolutely certain, to give confidence, better controlled
does not believe with Senator Ray- In any case of foot and mouth disease
of justice and gratitude. New Mexico that there has not been manipulation,
nor that "if we are to pass in again dent
aso
the farm is entirely closed until it
would be false to the Republican par- - I advocate the direct primary idea."
U11UC1 HUUOC CI
JUIC, " UU 1.19 um- Mexico who have served party and
can be thoroughly disinfected and the
ty, false to its principles by chasing! Mr. Bursum then elaborated on
stretched arm, under his latest utter- farmer is compensated for any loss by
every new political invention." rect primaries.
ance, hanging over the seat of justice, there
remaj
x
'
There was thunderous applause, and' "Through parties we are enabled to the government. In the present state
the refuge and bulwark of our institu
of those who either did not the ballot taken
resulted in 89 votes vote for principles and I therefore r of public opinion in the United States
tions ready to strike it down, then it calumnywere
misled or were malicious.
know,
Mark B. Thompson, and 183 votes l;eve in parties and party organiza-fo- r such a close relationship between the
would have been better if the consti- All
is well with the
Federico Chaves, a motion
to tions. They must be maintained for government and the individual would
tution never would have been framed." and it should win a Republican party
glorious victory at make the election of Chaves unani- - the sake of the nation,
.
doncher-knowall
as
bad
It isn't as
that,
perhaps be impossible. In Denmark
the polls in November.
mous being carried, before Union and! "I bave no malice toward any one this
As radical as the colonel is,
feeling is at the bottom of the
who
will
Valencia counties had announced their
return to the Republican present
and as inadvisable not to say disasagricultural
What permanent strength the Pro- vote, but both had
Taft delegations, l)arty. Let the doors be thrown open The Danes make butter prosperity.
trous to the Republican party and
took away from the Repub- thus
during tne
the Taft majority in the wide; invite the whole world to march winter. Through the scientific
for gressives
the country as his nomination
making
licans, and what strength they add by convention more than
appliunder
the
all
the
would
glorious banners of Republi- cation of rotation of
President
be, yet after
to the fold, will always be a
crops, the catThe Fourth Judicial District chose can principles. I appreciate your gen-- tle are
sun would shine and the rains would returning
as
well
fed in the winter as
mooted question.
The
important
M. Cunningham of Las Vegas, forierosity, the treatment you have
fall and the crops would grow and we
given summer. It may be said that while
cvc'
""
nie today. God bless
'v"6.OL
and Simon Vorenberg
of
would all manage to get two and may- - ' "
delegate,
"?c
you!"
egg's in Denmark are well controlled
.disaffection, and to seek to avoid any Mora for alternate.
More Oratory.
be three meals a day.
complications in the future that would
As the New Mexican Went tfl nraca
The Fifth Judicial District,
had'
lead to such local strife as rent Ber- - chosen
Continue? on page eight
E. A. Cahoon of Roswell, for there was more oratory. Judge A. B.
One of the useful acquirements of
.
..
I.IC Onif,ulU auuiiuuiiauuu
B""-U.
UKlliaS B. UaiTOI.
Con'
ty- JltllttlUO Ul
for alemate. These selec- - Bosnian George Curry and Attorney
plete and accurate map of the city.
"t
d
..w.x. uuttumiuuoij
.w
maae speecn- Engineer Norman L. King has just cratic harbor.
iciuneu
uy
es that were xjanauiu
the convention.
gems of rhetoric and elo- completed a plat that shows not only
"
The Sixth District had evidently Ouence, that dwelt on basic
every street, every piece of ground
Temporary Chairman A. B. Renehan had its troubles too, for as Judge W. ttat expressed confidence inprinciples,
owned by the city, but every .parcel
the pec
of private property and the size, shape again Proved himself one of the most H. Newcomb
afterward explained, I,Ie and breathed, certainty of the
briland dimensions of every improvement eloquent among New Mexico's
county had not attended the cau-- . timate triumph of Republican princi-cuin the city limits. The blocks are l;dIU arrav 01 PUD11C speaners. uia
last evening and this forenoon p!s- Eacn was generously applauded
numbered and the map is one that torv is not 'et a dead art and if ap kicked over the traces. W. D. Mur- - and each speaker was tendered an
fills a long felt want. It should be of P,ied to the cause of harmony and a ray ot silver City, was elected dele- - uvduon
the greatest use to the assessor in jllst cause, as it was yesterday after- gate over Judge Newcomb. W. S.
Progressive League Convention.
C.
As had been predicted, the
ennalizinf? nronertv valnps- will serve noon oy unairman Kenenan, it IS Coxe was chosen alternate.
Progres- bound
,0 nave influence far beyond
The Seventh
the postoffice in laying out carrier dis- District nominated SIVes had the problem of insnrim
tricts, the council in naming streets, the range of the voice of the speaker. Holm O. Bursum of Socorro, and the t0 deal with among themselves. In an
EGGS FOR HATCHING..
ovation given him was the most spec- - segregation of so many men of
numbering houses on a uniform sys-- ! A LITTLE SERMON ON
lofty
WORSHIP,
tacular and most significant incident intellect and high ideals, it
tern, in laying out streets and parks,
r.D,.
Bv Rev. J. W. Heal.)
of the convention. Frank H. Winston tain that sooner or later, each mem-oand should also serve as a basis for
f
it is
Worship means worth-ship- ;
a city directory. Engineer King is to
Fairview, was selected for altern- - er would start a party of his own
:
n
noQiic-i.'ii.
be congratulated upon the completion simply the recognition of merit in a at
vL
"
niauiiity to agree with
The
of this work done with such con- - very high and exalted degree;' it can
Eighth
District nominated eacn other, for it was unwillingness
never be dissociated from worth. This Hugo Seaberg of Raton, for delegate,!'0 submit to the
scientious and painstaking care.
majority rule that
is true of all worship, whether Chris- - onu iuaiaquias Martinez of Taos, for.
luem on their way to aid and
CHAS. A. WflEELON,
The newest advertisement folder tian or heathen. Ihe heathen wor- - alternate, and the choice was unani-- ! omfort the Democrats, with whom
of the Senta Fe system, is entitled ships his idol, because to him it is the mously ratified.
however, they find themselves much Phone Red
204.
315 Palace Ave.
'
The Committee on Conference
abe to agree than with thpir
"New Mexico, the Sunshine State," representation of power, great and
and
and in shape and appearance resemand such as he himself does Conciliation not being ready to report, !ner Republican brethren. This morn- 6, u iooKea very much as if Bernables the beautiful Santa Fe City fold- not possess.
Or, he worships it be- a recess was taken until this afterlillo and Sandoval
er which the company issued last year cause he believes it possesses know- noon at two o'clock.
cnnntioo
leave the Progressive
and of which a revised edition of 20,- - ledge or cunning superior to his own.
Saturday Afternoon Session.
convention for
suuu.
While
tnere was a war nt
000 copies is to be printed this spring. His worship may proceed from fear
waiting for the committee on
Makes Men's Pine
The New Mexico folder is published or from admiration; but in either case conciliation to prepare its report, 'hre were orations and bitter talk'
Intense
Hon.
O. Bursum amidst
H.
dislike
of
Roosevelt
on one
another
by the Colonization Department of the it is the recognition
of
supposed
s'de' and enthusiastic adulation on
A. T. & a. F., and its scope includes worth.
The Christian worships God outburst of cheers was led to the plat- -'
"CtaiD.6nfflliiSiw
6 other' was one reason
form by H. B. Holt, on
for the
request of the1
the dry farming, irrigation and pump- because he sees in Him worth, so
MANUFACTURERS
and the convention. Mr. Holt in- - niUlt' The Proffer of the Republican
pH0t
ing agricultural facilities and possi- great, overpowering, as wonderful, as troduced
convention to receive the
him "as the man whn
bilities of the new state. The folder to compel his humility, devotion, and
goes back on his friends, never went' int0 fuI1 membership again, also
i? well written, presents only facts, adoration.
imck on nis.
animated discussion.
the man who i8
The
and is bountifully
illustrated.
What is it in God that so commands able to smile party,
It
in the face of defeat"! more susPicious imagined that a
should interest every one who reads it our reverence and devotion?
If I
ed
trap had been set for thom
Hernandez rha
in New Mexico and at the same time were to answer in a
single word, I him as "the general who carried his hated to lose their identity as Pro- clear away many misconceptions that should say it is His perfection. God
wners again were anxious
"uy to partial victory by sacrificing f"sss,ve8are still generally afloat regarding the ia worthy of our worship because all himself."
return to the fold but negotiation!jto
Southwest.
It was a brilliant oration that Wr icaciieu no definite conclusion.
power, wisdom, majesty, glory and dominion belong to Him; because .truth, Bursum delivered, one into which
ine convention adjourned late this
Preference for presidential candi- mercy and love meet in Him; be- went his whole heart and
and aftemoon with the understanding that
being,
dates within the party is only a matter cause everything that is
KVCRV PAIR HAS THIS
good, holy he provoked a storm of applause. To,lf had not been a party convention at 3ur $4 Shoe
. U1..u,uu
u
iB luum ,or argu. ana adorable
Any
we ad- - the surprise of many he advocated aII that it was merely a convention Jther $5 ShoeEquals
that
everything
Made
ment on either side of the question. In mire and
direct
of
the "Progressive League" which is
primaries for the Republican
love, and that our best
bat kind, wisdom lies in;seiyes delight
RTTt Griffith's
in, is found in Him party in choosing their candidates for
organization "within" the Rennhn WE
-Q 16 ma" in an
WARRANT THEM
"
cau
ne
:
was
infinite degree.
"iuUu6u
adverse
party, it was decided however
Jonty must rule. If those who thought
is not the possession of any one to any system that would permit Oem-- . to organize more fully to
it
FINE
.
.
x..
and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from
r.
ana
ocrats to vote in Republican prima-- 1 state central
iiuie
flue io--t,
mJ!
committee of
sp,endid'. that r es, or that would result in a Repub-IStat!tilbut,how?:er.
Senato Marcos
worthy of our worship. We
nf
cause of differences over questions of
can legislature being
compelled to Bernalillo, is to be the chairman
that kind, or sulk because they didn't do not worship Him simply because
and
Senat0FS'
W'
Tnap?rtra0CratiC
bave their wav. thpro nrmlA ho
cf. Ho is all wise; nor yet because
sec-"- I
One
committee to consist of Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up.
fective party organization and no vie- - He is tbe eternal,
cannot
find words to express my
even because He is holy. We
be named in each of the
j "or
tory for permanent principles.
gratitude. I do not feel that I
could not worship blind power; nor would
Call and see my line before
counties.
be justified in congratulating twenty-siThe sentiment for a
Pwer and goodness, nor goodness or the Republican party on a brilliant
making your purchase. "
.
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e
business administration in Albuquer- - 'isdom that might be short-lived- .
b,ank
and
Prepared
victory
,e?al
yet, I feel we have some
according
uies or New Mexico, new
appears to be very strong. Would finite power, Infinite goodnees. infinite things, to be grateful for. I would
state
and
tor
were
that it'
sa'e by the Nptt
foral.
perfect holiness, must meet rather be a nlain citizen nf
stronger ln the Capital. ,lve
Tvmn.
in i nr... n-- i. ... i
A businessman, whose time if worth ,n an eternal and unchanging life to I cratic state than the governor of a Be- - MeIcan Printing Company,
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FIRST

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING t INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic.. and , foreign exchange., and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
ng

money-transmitti-

OFFICERS.
R.

J.

J.

President.

PALEN,

j

4

Cashier.

B. READ.

L. A. HUGHES,

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

: How About That Fire
IS YOUR PROPERTY

4
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Insurance?

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

--

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS,
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SANTA FE, N. M.
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THE PALACE
AND
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THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

HOTELS

the Same Managemen

Now Under

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms,
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

Coronado Restaurant

-

be-fo-

Short Orders run Day

Furnished rooms in connection.

Hot & Cold Baths.

::

222 San Francisco Street

Regular Meals 25c.

& Night.

::

.

Electric Lights

G. LL'PE

HERRERA,

Prop-
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Buff Orpingtons
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$1.50
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13 Eggs
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As an entertainer, the Edison Phonograph is
a wonderful thing. It brings the talent of the
world's greatest artists into the home and places
it at the disposal of whoever cares to listen. The
--

,

Edison Phonograph
has every improvement and advantage which the genius of
Thomas A, Edison has been able to suggest Put one in your
home. Your whole family will welcome the new songs, the good
stories and the bright music There is an Edison Phonograph
at a price to suit every purse. There are new records of all the
new music and songs every month. We will gladly demonstrate
and explain this greatest of all home entertainers.
EdisonPhnnoKrnphs.$15.00ta$20O. EdisnnSt.ind.ird Records. 3 5c. Edison Amberol
Records (play twice as long), 50c Edison Grand Opera Records, 75c to $2.00.

C. L. GRANT,

San Francisco St., over Kaune's Store.
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B. TONNIES.

Insufeour life NOW! Don't wait until
Tomorrow may be too, late!
may never
come. Don't run the chance of causing those that are dependent on
you (your loved ones) Mother, Wife or Sister NEEDLESS SUFFERING.
lINMJKfc
IMJW.
Insure in the Company that writes the most liberal
policies, and that has the financial strength to back them up such
a company is THE RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, of Pittsburg, Peon.
Let us explain to you the famous SELF SUSTAINING POLICY, a form
written by the Reliance Life exclusively: "A Reliance Policy is a
reliance indeed in the time of need." We also represent THE EQUITABLE SURETY COMPANY, of St Louis, Mo.,
writing Fidelity and Surety
Bonds, also the OCEAN ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE CORPORATION, of London,
Of land. The Ocean writes the most attractive and liberal forms of
Accident, Health, Burglary, Automobile and Employers Liability
Insurance. Just a hint from you and we will be on the SPOT at the
MINUTE and interview
you and explain the unusual merits of our many
policies.
DON'T PROCRASTINATE!
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HALL & HALL, Qenl. Agis.

21 Capital Citv
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GOOD

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Business

Does a General Banking

street in honor of state
Representative R. L. Baca. A most
art. enjoyable evening was spent.
She broke the word she gave to :ne,
Although this is Lent, there is no
And then she nearly broke my hert. intermission in the whirl of social
I could forgive her ail these things.
gaieties that characterize social life
And could have blessed my lucky in Santa Fe at all seasons.
During
the past ten days there has not been
stars,
But when she leaned against by breast a day or an evening without its social gathering or party.
She broke two
cigars.
Mrs. E. C. Abbott entertained at
Yonkers Statesman.
cards Tuesday ami Wednesday in hon
Mrs. F. E. Nuding entertained infor- or of Mrs. J. Howard Ervien. Tuesday
the guests ployed bridge, and Wednesmally at cards for Mrs. J. Howard
day they were entertained with a 5011
Thursday afternoon.
The Wallace Club met this after- party. Dainty refreshments were
noon with Miss Myrtle Hoyle at her served on both occasions.
home on De Vargas street.
Thursday evening Mrs. E. A. Fiske
Mrs. .1. A. Rolls eave a tea Yester entertained in honor of Mrs. J. How- day afternoon in honor of Mrs. .1. ard Ervien. Three tab-eof bridge
Howard Ervien. Eighteen guests were were played after which the most de present.
leetable refreshments were served.
Tomorrow evening Mrs. W.
II. The guest's prize, a handsome boquet
Brown will entertain at an informal of American Beamy roses, was
pre- dinner for Mr. and Mrs. J. Howard sented to Mrs. Ervitu and small bo- CRUSHED.

on Hancock

i

I called upon a maiden fair;
We talked of love, we talked of

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

B.

UUGHLIN, President

H. F.

STEPHENS, Cashier,
:

Asst.' Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

-

I

Established

1856.

1903.

Incorporated

About Due!
house
will soon
SPRING and cleaning
now is the time to
plan the changes that you want to
make. We have made a special
s,
effort to secure a nobby line of
couch covers in all designs,
carpets and rugs, oil cloth and linoleum. Come in and look over this
line. It may be a suggestion for
you. We have just unpacked a full
line of

Very Fine Table Linen, Napkins, Etc.
SELIGMAN
P.

I

Phone

36

--

:

WHY PAY RENT

?

!

BROS. COMPANY

O. Box, 219.

?

?

When you can buy a new
modern brick house
for less money than you can
build
six-roo-

m

to-da- y?

I

1

O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY

BONDS,

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

$

Ervien.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Howard Ertien will
leave Santa Fe Monday on the Limit
ed for the Grand Canyon and the Pa
cific co?.s.
Editor and Mrs. William F. Rroean
and daughter Mary are up from Albu
querque and will stay during the leg
islative session.
Mrs. Blandy delightfully entertained
Saturday afternoon at a perfectly appointed Auction Bridge tea, assisted by
Miss Massie and Mrs. Asplund.
The Saturday Card Club met with
Mrs. W. C. McDonald at the Executive
Mansion this afternoon. Mrs. J. Howard Ervien was the guest of the club.
Miss Frances McDonald gave an informal dance at the executive
mansion this morning for the girls of the
Las Vegas high school basket ball
team.
The women of the Presbyterian
church have planned a very excellent
turkey dinner which they will serve
to the public at the library hall about
March 17.
The D. A. R.. held a meeting last
Monday at the residence
of Mrs.
Prince at which it was decided to give
a Colonial ball on April 19, the anniversary of the Battle of Lexington.
Thursday evening S. G. Cartwright
gave a stag dinner in honor of J. Howard Ervien. A number of guests
prominent in the local society circle
of the capital and the affairs of state
were the guests.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Conway entertained last Morday evening with an
old time Spanish supper at their home

city.

ANNOUNCEMENT
HAVE just received our Spring Style Book
WE taining
all the Latest and
Fabrics
con-

Up-to-d-

for LADIES'

AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't any more
of

garments ready made.

You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::
COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

JULIUS H. GERDES.

JE WE L R Y
Of.

E

;
Tha

?

YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WJfAT

nf

YOU BUY HERE!

D9a1:
every inscription. Miverware, tut Ulass,
rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

Roc

Reliable

Jee,

DSrrLt-

h.

-

IJ

C. YONTZ.

Ueco- -

s

eight-cours-

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice,

1

JO Red.

and

the appointments perfect.
The Thirteen Club met this after- noon wilh Mrs. L. O. Moore at her
home on Palace avenue. The guests
present were: .Mrs. R. H. Hanna and
Mrs. T. A. McCarthy.

"
That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow He knows
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape all

1

Chiropody,

Massaging,

Vacuum Treatment.

5k

10 Ml'S- - ErVi"-I'm f!VeU
won the ladies'!
of preity doilies. The
gentlemen's prize, a handsomely dec-- ;
o ated
Bmok.ng.et was won by John
mncneon
was
."ii.H.
uanuy
served.

S.

i Where Prices are Lowest

""""u

The Supreme Luxury

of Coffee Drinking1
&

SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE

COFFEE "

H.

S. KAUNE

8

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Form-fittin-

shape-retainin-

'

g.

A

Suit for $18.09 you have been paying $22.50 for

A

Suit

A

Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice

A

Suit for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.

for $25.00 any man might be proud of

tend.

Mayor and Mrs. Arthur Seligman
entertained delightfully at bridge on
Friday evening, March 1, in honor
Mr. and Mrs. J. Howard Ervien of
Philadelphia, who are visiting in the)

Bridge Luncheon.
r,

,,,,

THE MASTER

I UU

FOR HONEST PRICES

Will lose money

I UU

if you do so

AGAIN

basement, ample closet room, china cupboard, etc.
For sale at a BARGAIN. Owner will consider lease
during legislative term. For further information
apply to

.,

JOSEPH

B. HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

.

nnH..Arl

this once

CO.

rT Complete Modern Home of Five Rooms and Bath, with

with a bridge luncheon in honor of
D.
emn o covig. Covers
Mrs.
were laid for twelve and a six course
........

TAILORS.

V AIT Overlooked JfU

,,,,n

lonnUnnn

k

W. N. TOWNSEND

1

Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
fnl;, 1
Al'.thU.rSellgman
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
bridge- - in honor of R. and
facial lines, absolutely removed.
All
Mrs. J. Howard Ervien Friday
kinds of hair work done.
evening,
March 1. The guest's prize was an
3!
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St. elaborate flower: ""'5" of roses vin- lets, astors, and narcissus which was
presented to Mrs. J. Howard Ervien.
Mrs. S. G. Cartwright won the ladies'
pn-- e,
a handsome
sterling sil- H.
KAUNE & GO. ver salt and pepperset ofshakers.
The
:
gentlemen's prize, a smoking set, was
won by R. P. Ervien.
ft
Wednesday evening Mrs. A. B. Renfor
ehan entertained in honor of Mr. and
,,
T
'ui a onage
pany. Mrs. Ervien was presented
with the guests's prize, an attractive
gold filagree brooch. Mrs. E. C. Ab- uott won the ladies prize, a cheese
set of rare beauty. A paper cutter
weiu io juoge a. K. Wright as the
winner of the gentleman's prize. After
playing cards the guests sat down to
toothsome refreshments.
Tuesday night Mr. and Mrs. Ervien
entertained at dinner for their guests,
Mr. and Mrs. .1. Howard Ervien
at
which the following were present:
Mr. and Mrs. James Seligman, Mr. and
Mrs. H. D. Moulton, Mr. and Mrs. S.
G. Cartwright, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Abbott, Dr. and Mrs. j. a. Rolls and
Mrs. Kingsmill. On this occasion the
decorations were pink carnations in
HIGH-GRAD- E
brass baskets, one of which formed
the centerpiece of the dining table,
with four others at the comers.
The program for the next meeting of
the Mother's Club, which will be held
at 3:30 o'clock next Monday morning
Is the most luxurious coffee
at the high school building, is as folyou ever put to your lips.
lows:
"Needed School
Legislation
It is blended from the world's
From the Instructor's View Point,"
X
by Alvan N. White, superintendent of
choicest coffees, and its expublic instruction. "Needed
School
never
flavor
varies.
quisite
Legislation from the Patrons' View
Point," E. P. Davies. "Public School
ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF
"School
Revenues," T. B. Catron.
General Frank
Elections,"
Attorney
Chase & Sanborn's Teas. W. Clancy. There will be an open discussion after which tea will be served
In the domestic science department.
Everyone is cordially invited to at-

"CHASE

Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
g
CLOTHES. They will not shrink on your back.
EVERY THREAD GUARANTEED TO
and
BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.
Prices as cheap
as you are paying for half cotton.
out.

-

E. C.
prize, a box

Manicuring,

!

e

?

MULLIGAN & RISING,

The prizes were handsome

Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality materials, when it is not expertly tailored into the garment. In all
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS. Paste
may serve the purpose of good diamonds, but cotton will not
take the place of wool in yout suit.

j

Safe Quality.

in comparison than the cost

25 Palace Avenue

Dr. and Mrs. Rolls Plan European
Tour.
Dr. J. A. Rolls and Mrs. Rolls are
planning an extended European tour
and will visit most of the, capitals of
Central Lurope before their return,
Dr. Rolls hopes to visit all the great
hospitals of Europe and study their
methods. The Santa Feans will make
tl eir headquarters in London. The"
children will visit with the mother of
quets to each of. those pre 'ent.
Miss Alberta Smith delightfully en - Mrs. Rolls, Mrs. Hooper King, of
tertained a few of her intimate friends Chatham, Ontario, Canada, during tiie
last Tuesday evening with a birthday absence i their paints,
anniversary doll party at the home of
Ervien Dinners.
Ira G. Rawson on Palace Avenue.
Fourteen guests were present, all of
Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs. R.
whom were dressid as "kids" bring- P. Ervien gave a dinner party in honor
ing their dolls and Teddy bears. of their guests Mr. and Mrs. J. HowGames were played, songs and delect- ard Ervien of Ogont, Pennsylvania,
The dining room and table were pro-- '
able refreshments served.
fusely decorated with large American
Monday afternoon Mrs. S. Spit? enroses mingled with sprays of
tertained in honor of Mrs. J. Howard Beauty while festoons
of native ever-- '
Ervien and Mrs. W. C. McDonald. Cov- - fern,
ers were laid for fourteen and a dainty deliel. an(1
(loor franle. Covers werH
luncheon was served. A laid for foll,teen. The
guests were:
pink color scheme was carried out in Governor and Mrs. W.'C. McDonald,1
the effective decorations of the tun- - Major and Mrs. R. J.
Palen, Mr. and
cbeon table and rooms. A large cen- - Mrs. Arthur Seligman, Mr. and Mrs.
ter piece of bright red tulips were sur- - A. B. Renehan, Mr. and Mrs, S. Spitz,'
rounded at a distance by red candles William Bayer and Howell Earnest.'
and shades encircled by tulips.
The Fifteen Club met yesterday, Mayor and Mrs. Seligman Go East.
nuay afternoon, at the residence of
Mayor Arthur Seligman and Mrs.
Mrs. R. F. Asplund on Marcy street. Seligman will leave the city today for
Mrs. Palen presided.
Miss Massie Excelsior Springs, Missouri, where, as
read a paper on Art as referring not the mayor expresses it, he is going to
only to painting and sculpture,
but take a good long rest. After partak- uLU.s uu areimeciure, music and ing 0f the hea'ing waters of the po- dancing which was followed by an
iaP resort the Santa Feans will visit
oy Ef,Veral eastern points and expect to
, u
fK
MrsWel'e:
g"eS,s
bP absent two months.
They will vi- ima. Junius aiiu iUis. Jara- - sit friends in Des Moines
and, Mrs.
millo.
Air. and Mrs. James Seligman enter-- Seligman's mother, Mrs. P. A. Tacker,
teined last evening in honor of Mr. o Cleveland. Before returning they
and "Mrs. J. Howard Ervien. Six ta- will stop in Philadelphia to seV, Mrs.
Seligman's sister, Mrs. E. Cohen, and
bles of bridge were played.
The later
go on to New York.
guest's prize, a handsome bunch nf

This is another one of our BARGAINS. Come quick
1
for ft is"goTng to be sold at once.

INSURANCE,

FOR US!
I

s

per-tier-

.

JllllllllOi

ENOUGH

I

Er-vie-

V

FIVE

MRS. LINDilART

TRUST CO.

&

M.

...1.1

'Profusely decorated

with carnations
and smilax while the dainty place
cards represented Japanese cups.

to the card room and seven interest- ing games were played amid much
merriment.
The tally cards repre- sented Japanese tea pots. Mrs. Ter- rB having reivorf th
score
me guesi s prize, a ueauuiui
sachet bag of Persian design. Mrs.
Paul Doran wi.a the next highest
score was the recipient of a hand- some Japanese tea pot. The consola- s
tion prize) a box of chocolate
fell to Mrs. W. C. McDonald.
Those present were: Mesdames Ter- rell, McDonald, McMamis, Laughlin,
Ormsbee, Essinger, Doran, Cowman,
Dunlavy and Miss ReRsler.

GENTLEMEN:

Spring

wwt

.i.

i

j

iid

Strictly New Line

of

MEN'S YOUTHS' and BOYS'

Summer Clothing

The styles are SWELL and MATERIALS that you can select
from that will surely please you.
Some fine wash suits for
boys. Mothers, come to see them.

bon-bon-

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

DRY

j

GO.

6Q00S

LAS VEGAS VERSUS

SANTA FE GIRLS LAST NIGHT.
The basket ball game between Las
Vegas High School girls and Santa Fe
High School girls resulted in a victory
for Santa Fe.
The game began with steady play- ing. Miss Sanford and Miss Winter
making field throws, and Miss Kaune
making free throws. At tTe end of
the first half the score stoou
5.
In the second half, the centers
matched more nearly, both proving
the spirit of the game. The guards also kept up their fast playing. When
the game closed the score was 11 to 7
in favor of Santa Fe. Who says Santa Fe girls can't play basketuall?

STRICTLY NEW
'

In

it we have a

fthe

JUST RECEIVED,

A CARLOAD

OF NEW FURNITURE

GUM FURNITURE

the Furniture Line. See the window
and
step in the store and see the full
display
assortment. It will do you good.

The newest article in

.

THE AKERS VVAGNER FURNITURE AND
:

UNDERTAKING

COMPANY.

'

NEW GOODS
SPRING MILLINERY
HATS,

FLOWERS, CHIFFONS

MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.

Also have Crochet Threads, Slipper Cotton, Embroidery Silk, and
a fine assortment of Stamped
Goods for French and Eyelet Em- broidery, etc.
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JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

::::

.

415 Palace Avenue.

Southeast of Plaza.
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NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

You

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using it. It saves
pay for, by having it right where
Our display rooms are
THE
your light bill and

you
we
and
have
line
the
of Reading and
finest
inspection,

on

EYES.
open for your
can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
SAVES

Student Lamps that

the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT

COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.
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Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Restored
Mrs. Green's Health

(Read TTp)
2
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Her Own Statement.
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Covington, Mo. -- "Your medicine has
done me more tjood than all the doc
tor's medicines. At
every monthly period
I had to stay in bed
four days because of
and
hemorrhages,
my back was so weak
I could hardly walk.
I have been taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's

245
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Vegetable

'
P'm
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.
P. & S V. Ry. train both North and South.
N. M.. meets trains at Preston,
!. M.

I Stage for Van Houten,
IDaily except Sunday.
'Daily except Saturday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Eli.abethtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
xcept Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 p. in., arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
L. C. WHITE
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. G. M.,
G. P. Agent
Superintendent.

Luiuiibiircireb
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How Mrs. Cline Avoided
Operation.

I

l!
Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
OregonJandWashington Points

Brownsville, Ind. "I can say that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has done me more good than anything
else. One doctor said I must be operated upon for a serious female trouble
and that nothing could help me but an
operation.
"I had hemorrhages and at times
could not get any medicine to stop them.
1
got in such a weak condition that I would
have died if I had not got relief soon.
" Several women who had taken your
Compound, told me to try it and I did
and found it to be the right medicine to
build up the system and overcome
female troubles.
" I am now in great deal better health
than I ever expected to be, so I think I
ought to thank you for it. "Mrs. O. M.
CLINK, S. Main St.. Brownsville, Ind.
THE APACHE OF

:FROM
All

MIGHT-HAV-

Stations on the Denver &

Rio

Grande

Charles

LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F- & P.
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
-

'

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

i Mi
.

-

M

fiff
ft UnssWisssttiiii

ri Ismail

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

W. L. DeCLOW,

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

1 am
arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
i.. lipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15'
I would like to
1912, being my first consignment.
correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.

W. DeCLOW.

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm; Cedar Rapids, la
I have
recently secured a special ra te by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can tship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Colonist

Department

Rates

Notice is hereby given that Encar-nasioGonzales of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, who on October 12, 1912,
made Homestead Entry, No. 10107
S
NW
NE
(07870), for S
Section 3, Township 18 N., Range
10 E., N. M., P. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Five Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
The Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the ..i th day of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Rafael Montoya, Anadeto Contreros, Anas-taciPacheco and Macario Jimenes,
all of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
'' "
Register,

of the Interior,
U. S. Lend Office at Santa Fe

N. M.
March 5, 1912.
n

2

CALIFORNIA
FROM

$25.00

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to April 15th, 1912,
Low Rates to the Northwest.
SEE ANY SANTA FE AGENT FOR
PARTICULARS.
H.

S.LUTZ, Aft.,- SANTA FE.N.M.

wno from time

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS

iu English.

Third mass at 10:30
in Spanish.

a. m.

Sermon

At 7 o'clock p. m. Rosary and Benediction. Sermon.
Lady of Guadalupe.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
Sermon in Spanish and
9.30 a. m.
English.
Church of the Holy Faith.
Rev. John W. Heal, Priest in Charge.
Services:
Third Sunday in Lent.
Holy Communion 8 a. m; morning
prayer and sermon 11 a. m; evening
prayer 7:30 p. m. Sunday School 9:45
a. m.
Services during the week will be
p. m. and
Tuesday and Friday at
Wednesday moining a: JO a. .n.
St. John's Methodist.
As a church, we extend to all a cordial invitation to attend the services.
Strangers and visitors will find a
hearty welcome and will confer a
great favor by opening a way for a
The
closer
regular
acquaintance.
hours for services are as follows:
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. Morning
worship at 11 a. m. Junior Epworth
League at 3 p. m. Senior Epworth

Days when Apache red was bright,
The glare of the subtle, southwest
light
For his eyes are as sharp and his TRIBUTE FROM SPAIN
FOR READ'S HISTORY.
scent as keen
As they were in those days of
Might
Have-BeeSignificant Letter That Shows Fame
of New Mexico Author to ExSTORY TELLING HOUR
tend Beyond Ocean.
GROWING POPULAR.
What is tiio jglit in Spain about the
works of Historian Benjamin M. Read,
Little Folks Gather Every Saturday whose English version of his Illustratat the Library to Hear
ed History of New Mexico is now in
Tales.
the press of the New Mexican, is gathered from the following fine acknowThe story telling hours at the li ledgment of Professor Antonio Ara-gobrary is becoming quite popular with
Montejo of Madrid, who was the
the children of the city. The work first literary agent of Mr. Read in
conducted by Miss Palm of the kinder Europe, being succeeded by Francisgarten department, of the public co Sicilia, LL. D., of Madrid, corroboschools, is from 3 o'clock until 4
the statements as to the uno'clock in the afternoon every Satur rating
efforts and expense of Mr. Read,
tiring
day and all children from 6 to U in order to furnish the new State in
years old are cordially invited to at
particular, and the world in general,
(
tend.
?nB with an
authentic, correct and true
.tnss rairn aescnoes tne worts as:
"A subtle assistant which develops history of the glorious deeds of the
the mind of the child, stimulates his ancestors of the
imagination and arouses his emotions, people, the intrepid Conquistadores.
provides him with what is beautiful in Don Antonio Aragon writes:
(Translation.)
thought and expression, gives him a
valuable ear training, enlarges his
Madrid, December 19, 1911.
vocabulary, increases his enthusiasm Mr. Benjamin M. Read,
for reading, furnishes him with storSanta Fe, N. M.
ies for reproduction,
and forms a
Dear Sir: I am just in receipt of
basis for language work.''
your attentive letter dated the 2nd
Some of the stories which have instant, as well as of the printed inbeen told at the library are:
dex of your work "Historia de Nue-vThe Gulls of Salt Lake; Appleseed
Mejico."
John; Epaminondas and His Aunty
It is to me a most gratifying duty
The Honest Woodman; Odysseus and to send
you, before anything else
the Bag of Winds: The Burning of ether-with
my heartfelt congratulathe Rice Fields: The Wild Swans; tions for
brought to a successHow Brother Rabbitt Fooled
the ful close having
so important a work, my
Whale and the Elephant; How Fire
most sincere acknowledgments for the
Was Brought to the Indians; The Lekind phrases which you dedicate to
gend of St. Christopher.
me at the end of your Preface; and,
even though I feel that the eulogies
you bestow on my modest cooperation are undeserved, I cannot but feel
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be proud, at these moment, on account
pleased to learn that there is at least of having placed my work at the service
one dreaded disease that science has of the history of that country. Albeen able to cure in all its stages, and though I am unacquainted with that
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure history in its details, having not reis the only positive cure now known ceived the volumes of it you advise
to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh me of, and for which I am impatiently
being a constitutional disease, re- waiting, I neverthelss suppose (on
a constitutional treatment. account of the correspondence bequires
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal- tween us and your constant searching
ly, acting directly upon the blood and after trustworthy data) that it must
mucous surfaces of the system, there- be a work of genuine real merit and
by destroying the foundation of the remarkable erudition.
and giving
disease,
the patient
When through our mutual friend,
strength by building up the constitu- Dr. Luis Hernandez, you requested
tion and assisting nature in doing its from me an extract of the speeches of
work. The proprietors have so much those illustrious
personages, who
faith in its curative powers that they came as an honor to the first Cortes of
offer One Hundred Dollars for any my country in 1S10, and in a most
case that it fails to cure. Send for special manner, those delivered
by
list of testimonials.
Do Pedro Bta. Pino, who was the
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
representative from New Mexico, I
Toledo, Ohio. felt somewhat of a dread, because
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
with all my attachment to historical
Take Hall's Family Pills for
subjects, I had never so far contributed so directly to the formation
Spanish-America-

Superintendent

TO

S. Rawles,

1

Cathedral.
Third Sunday in Lent, March 10.
First mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
Second mass at 9:30 a. m. Sermon

o

n

o

tog-

'

at

6:30 p. m. Topic "The Universal Refuge in Every Extremity, a
Loving God." Leader Miss Staley.
Evening worship at 7:30 p. m. Special
music at morning and evening worship. This week on Tuesday afternoon
the Woman's Home
Missionary Society will meet at the home of Mrs.
B. F. Pankey. Mrs. E. E. Friday is
the program leader for the afternoon.
The regular monthly business meeting of the Sunday School Board will
be held next Thursday night after
prayer
prayer meeting.
meeting Thursday at 7:30 p. m.
James Myron Shimer, Pastor.
League

Mid-wee-

'
'

First Presbyterian.

(B. Z. McCollough, minister.)
Sunday school 9:45 o'clock. Fred
McBride,
Morning
superintendent.
Theme, "The
worship 11 o'clock.
Cry From the Land of Sinim.'" In accord with the Red Cross call for help,
an offering will be taken for the famine sufferers in China Junior Endeavor 3 p. m. Miss Jessie Carroll, super4:15.
intendent.
Vesper services
Theme of the address: "Not Fit for
the Kingdom of God." Special music
a; both of the preaching services.
Senior Endeavor 5:30. Miss Lotta
"Testi
Hanna, president. Subject:
John 1:29-42- .
mony That Counts."
k
prayers Wednesday 7:30 p.
in. Come thou with us and we will do
thee good.
Mid-wee-

oi history.

When that first work of mine had
happily ended, you again required my

help in looking for data, which, on account of their stretching out far back
to very remote epochs, would cost
quite considerable money and work
to obtain; and so it was that, prompted by the same spirit of inquiry which
guided you, I, with the deepest interest, in books already exhausted, in
unedited documents, in autographs collected from those who had been glorious conquerors of those territories,
and first bearers of that civilization
which is today so flourishing there,
did look for the notices and narratives which you were in need of.
I did not find everything you asked,
but I have the consolation that I did
contribute something with my notices
and the books I have
you,
to the elucidation of many points
which have escaped the notice of
other previous historians. My inability to give you some data was not
due to lack of good will, nor any failure of mine in employing my best
efforts to find them. In the National
Library, in that of the Ministry of
War, in the Historical Archive, in the
Academy of History, and even in the
1
collections of reputed
havo revised books, and documents;
because aside from furnishing you
with the support that you desired of
me, the thought also has guided me
of being useful to my country, so un
justly forgotten by fhose countries
which are so much indebted to her.
And here my letter would end,
should I not consider it a sacred duty
to express to you, in closing our so
forw-arde-

book-lover-

pleasant relations, that I shall ever
cherish a tender remembrance of the
gentlemanliness and loyalty which
have characterized aTt your letters,
while it is also grateful to me to reiterate to you once again the testimony of my sincere friendship.
Respectfully,
ANTONIO ARAGON.

FRIEND'S
GOOD

(From New Mexican of Wednesday Evening, March 9, 1SS7.)
rhicaeo. Santa Fe and California, is, O. M. i,add is in Santa Fe. repre- the new name proposed for the Santa ctnting the C. B. & Q. railroad which
; will seek an entrance into Santa Fe.
Fe system.
Hotel traffic keeps up desnite the
The New Mexico Savings Bank has
been organized at Albuquerque with ciosing of the legislature.
Editorial.
O. E. Cromwell, president; A. W. CleS. M. Fol- "Delegate Anthony Joseph has done
land, Jr.,
some good work for the people of
som, treasurer.
Santa Fe ought to plant 400 trees Santa Fe during the recent session
again this arbor day the same as it did and as he has two years more, we
hope, for the good of the people, that
last arbor day, March 20.
still
The sale of the Police News and he will be able to accomplish
the Illustrated Police Times has been more for the benefit of all concerned."
"The commissioners appointed
by
forbidden on Atlantic & Pacific trains.
The supreme court of the United Judge Long on Saturday to select
States has taken up the Maxwell Land grand and petit jurors for the July
term of the U. S. court were J. H.
Grant case.
or Gerdes, and John Gray of Santa Fe, M.
Albuquerque people like to speak
their town as "the future capmu oi A. Blackwell and A. Trumbly of San
New Mexico" and the Citizen spells it Miguel county. This is a truly good
commission and a much better system
with an "o."
gave than having the U. S. marshal and the
Senator Burns' constituency
him a rousing welcome on his return U. S. attorney select."
"There will be a boom in Santa Fe
home.
Kingston, Sierra county, is having a the coming spring and summer. All
the conditions are favorable to it."'
series of glove fights.
"The solons of Colorado are still in
Superintendent of County Schools
Hilario L. Ortiz is making a com session and are also wrestling with
mendable effort to raise the standard the railroad problem. As Colorado is
of conducting the public schools, the in the same boat with New Mexico
new school law making him the judge and wants more railroads it is very
of the qualification of the teachers.
probable that existing legislation on
Hon. A. Joseph and wife and their railroad matters will not be changed.
!vo bright children are guests at The great Southwest needs more railroads, and the less restrictive railHerlow's.
Hon. J. B. Orman of Pueblo, Colo- road legislation the better for the inrado, is a guest at the Palace hotel. terests of the people."

n

address:

IB

BEEN.

has painted many scenes in
and about Santa Fe, and Santa Clara
canyon, has just completed a water
color study entitled "The Apache of
which with a few
lines appropriate thereto are to be
seen in Weltmer's window. The piece
ii brilliant with sunlight so typical of
the southwest, portraying the Indian
on horseback and is one of the best
things lately produced by Mr. Rawles, whose many year's in the open
have enabled him to catch the spirit
and atmosphere of the red man. Mr.
Rawles has written the following
verse to go with his picture:
The Apache That
No more beneath the southwest sun
His bloody deeds again are done,
But just for the sake of the past
And as long as his tribe shall last
He loves to roam on painted plain
And brings to memory again
to time

March 1st to April 15th

JalGgues

E

Impressive Picture Painted by Charles
S. Rawles, and Exhibited in
Weltmer's Window.

ON SALE DAILY

of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department at "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by Wai
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest locution of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3utl
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during ths
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
to all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated car

Com-

pound and now I can
stay up and do my
work. I think it is
the best medicine on earth for women."
Mrs. Jennie Green, Covington, Mo.

tConnects at Colfax with E.

I

HER

Quarter of a Century Ago.

FAILED TO HELP

Company.

Railway

GENERAL

WHERE DOCTORS
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WEBSTER'S
NEW

ADVICE

The Results Made This Newburg
Lady Glad She Followed
Suggestion.
Xewburg, Ala. "For more than a
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
place, "I suffered with terrible pains in
my back and head. I had a sallow
complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of mine advised me to try
Cardui, so I began taking it, at once,
and with the best results, for I was
cured after taking two bottles.
My
mother and my aunt have also used
Cardui and were greatly benefited.
I shall always praise Cardui to sick
and suffering women."
Cardui is a purely vegetable, perfectly harmless, tonic remedy for women, and will benefit young and old.
Its ingredients are mild herbs, having a gentle, tonic effect, on the womanly constitution.
Cardui has helped a million women
back to health and strength.
Have you tried it? If not, please
do. It may be just what you need.

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowL
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
400,000 "Words. 2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.
Write for samrjle
pages, full particulars, etc
Hima this
paper and

reyJ-'b--- 1

we will
send free
a set of
Pocket
Haps

N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept., Chate-nooe- a
Medicine Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Special

G. &C. Herri am Co.

book. " Home Treauieal
Iiiftnictitms, and
far Women." sent in plain wrapper, on request.

NEW YORK BANK
RESERVE

DECREASED.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, March 9. The statement of clearing house banks for the
week shows that ten banks hold
reserve in excess of legal requirements. This is a decrease of
?4,fi32,450 in the proportionate cash
reserve as compared with last week.
The "Child's W:elfare" movement
ol
the attention
has chal.enged
Moth
thoughtful people everywhere.
ers are natural supporters, and will
find in Foley's Honey and Tar Compound a most valuable aid. Coughs
and colds that unchecked lead to
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
quickly to the healing and soothing
qualities of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound. For sale by all druggists.
CALL FOR DEMOCRATIC CITY
CONVENTION.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1912.
By direction of the Democratic Central Committee oi the City of Santa
Fe, a Democratic City Convention is
hereby called to be held on Saturday,
March 23, 1912 at 2 o'clock p. m., at the
court house in Santa Fe, N. M., for the
purpose of nominating candidates for
the office of Mayor, Clerk and Treasu
rer of the City of Santa Fe, for the en
suing two years, and the transaction
of such business
as may properly
come before the said convention.
Ward conventions or meetings are
also hereby called to be held on
Thursday, March 21, 1912, at the hour
of 7:30 p. m of said day, as follows:
First Ward At Vigil's Hall, to be
called to order by Nicanor Baca or Dofor
mingo Pacheco, committeemen,
the purpose of nominating one can
didate for member of the Board of
Education and one candidate for Alderman from the said ward, each for
a term oi four years, and the election
of ten delegates to represent
said
ward in the City Democratic Conven
tion.
Second Ward At Cordova Hall, to
be called to order by A. P. Hill or
Maximo Martinez, committeemen, for
the purpose of nominating one candidate for member oi the Board of Edu
cation, and one candidate for Alder
man from said ward, each for the term
or four years, and the election of ten
delegates to represent said ward in
the said City Convention.
Third Ward At Delgado's Hall, to
b called to order by Alfredo Delga- do or Gus Hunter, committeemen, for
the purpose of nominating one candidate for member of the Board of Edu
cation and one candidate for Alder
man from said ward, each for the
term of four years, and one candidate
for Alderman for the term of two
years, and the election of ten delegates to represent said ward in the
said City Convention.
Fourth Ward At City Council
Chambers in the court house, to be
called to order by G. Volney Howard
or Thomas Dofflemeyer,
committee
men, for the purpose of nominating
oi:e candidate for member of the
Board of Education and one candidate
for Alderman from said ward, each
for a term of tour years, and
th
election of ten delegates to represent
said ward in the said City Convention.
The Democratic voters, and all voters and citizens in the City of Santa
Fe who believe in an honest,
economic,
efficient, progressive and law enforcement city government in the City of
Santa Fe are earnestly requested to
attend said ward meetings, participate
in the nomination of ward candidates.
and in the election of delegates to the
City Convention, with a view of the
nomination and election of men to office in said city who will make
the
Capital City of the State of New Mexico what she ought to be and
which,
with the right kind of government
will become the "City Beautiful"
of

Editorial Flashes.
this state.
Tha Murder List.
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
The Tribune is issued Thursday. It
Chairman Democratic Central Comwas unable to print the last murder mittee.
case, which occurred Wednesday, Attest:
some distance from Rock Island. It
JOHN W. MAYES,
tells of these not so much as a mat-te- i
Secretary.
of record as their frequency. These
have become appalling since the first
of the year. One hesitates going back
to count them. All sorts of remedies
nonld
Vim
about the wonderfnlbow
have been suggested to eradicate the
iSrl
:
is
tragedies. Here the latest A round-u- r
of every firearm In the state. Murder should be abolished and have no
place in human affairs; nor war either,
cannot supply thi
a..
accent
MARVEL,
which is merely murder on a whole- other,
but lend itamn for
a
jssr
sale scale. Neither were ever Justi- fall parficnlar and direction! in- - n'rti
"WlllllnmM
fied. Rock Island Tribune.

lfresilnl

,
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Springfield, Mass.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior
United Stater Land Office.
Santa Fe, X. M., March 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the act of February 21,
1S93 ( 27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be made before The Register and Receiver at Santa Fe,
on April 16, 1912, viz: Damian
Montoya, for the tract lying in section
3, T. 17 N., R. 10 E., X. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz: Rafael MonFrancisco
toya, Bernardo Romero,
Montoya, Luis Ramirez, all of Santa
Fe, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proqf,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
aa-ver-

the Interior Department W'hy such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
above-mentione-

cross-examin- e

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8,

1912.

.

(013S17.)

Republication.
12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given tnat the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof under sections 16 and 17 of the
Act of March 3, 1S91, (26 Stats., 854).
as amended by the Act of February
21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470) in support of
his claim 3253, serial 013817, lor tract
1, sees. 21 and 2S, and tract 2, in sec.
28, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., X. M. P. M. & B.
viz: Donaciano Lucero of Cuba, X.
M.

Said proof will be made before tho
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, X. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names the following witnesses to prove his actual, continuous
adverse possession of said land for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casaus, both
Oi Cuba, X. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed, will be given
an opportunity at the above mention-ef- l
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by the claimant; and especial
notice is hereby given to Manual Aragon y Lucero, claimant of claim 1303,
serial 013791, which conflicts with tha
land herein described as to .47 of an
acre or tract of 2 of the claim 3253, of
opportunity afforded him at the above
mentioned time and place.
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
cross-examin-

Register.
C. A.

Ontario St., RochGlossner,
ester, N. Y., has recovered from a long
and severe attack of kidney trouble,
his cure being due to Foley Kidney
Pills. After detailing his case, he
says: "I am only sorry I did not learn
sooner of Foley Kidney Pills. In a
few day's time my backache completely left me and I felt greatly improved.
My kidneys became
stronger, dizzy
spells left me and I was no longer anI
feel 100 per cent
noyed at night.
better since using Foley Kidney Pills."
Sold by all aruggistg.
24

jXl LUMBERMEN'S

J

ASSOCIATION

MEETING,

ALBUQUERQUE,
MARCH

1

1-

121)111.
-3

N. M,
1)12.

Fare

From all stations In New Mexico
Dates of Sale, Mar. II, 12, 13.
Return Limit, March 16th, 1912,

For particulars, apply to
any Santa Fe agent.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,

SANTA FE, N. M.

THE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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NATIONAL INSRUANCE SCHEME
AGAINST SICKNESS.

E

It Passed Parliament Without Dissent,
ing Vote But People Do
Not Like It.

GQDDS

(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican
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Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens
Tell You All About It.
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JOHN BARON BURG,
Who Will Represent Bernalillo County in the House.

Age 34 years.
Born in .Maryland.
Educated in Washington,

$ he has served as secretary to various

members of Congress and high offi- cials at Washington as well as to sevD.
eral Congressional committees before
c.
coining to New Mexico in 1 901. He
Graduated from Georgetown
did detail work on a number of immeasures
in
University.
portant appropriation
Admitted to Bar in 189S.
Congress, including the Naval bill and
Practiced before U. S. Suhas the legislative methods at his finpreme Court of IT. S.
ger's ends.
Served as secretary to variMr. Burg was born in Maryland 34
ous members of Congress and
years ago but was educated in the
a number of Congressional
national capital and graduated from
committees.
He was adGeorgetown University.
Came to New Mexico in 1009.
mitted to the Bar in 1S9S and pracElected to House as a Proticed before the courts at Washington, D. C, including the U. S. Supreme
gressive.
Married.
Court. He was a page in the Fiftieth
Congress and had other legislative exJohn Baron Burg, of Albuquerque, perience as above indicated. Mr. Burg
member of the House from Bernalillo came to New Mexico in 1909, locating
He is married, Mrs.
county, and elected as a Progressive at Albuquerque.
Republican, should prove a useful Burg being seriously ill at Washing-membe- r
in the legislative session for ton, D. C, at present.

well-to-d-

100; Royal Dolly, 103; Sam Connor,
Isom, Gift, Bill Anderson, Hugh Gray,
105; Error, Raquette,
Mary Emily,
Free Will, Wild Bear Dromi, Thistle
Rose, 108.
X Apprentice allowance.
R. G. Collins, Postmaster, Barnegat,
N. J., was troubled with a severe la

C.

P. Downs, City.

W. W. Nichols, ciovis.
R. W. Golding, Silver City.
S. J. Smith, Deming.
W. F. Belden, Silver City.
Frank F. Jennings, Willard.
C. A. Gafney, Santa Fe, R. R.

Jeff Woodward, Tejon.
J. F. WTard, Tucumcari.
grippe cough. He says: "I would be
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
completely exhausted after each fit of
Sam White, Wichita.
I
a
of
violent coughing.
bought bottle
A. R. Nuenrich, El Paso.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and
Charles B. Haney, East Las Vegas.
before I had taken it all the coughing
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Parker and son,
ceased.
It
can't
had
entirely
spells
City.
be beat." For sale by all druggists.
H. P. Bardshar, City.
David Garcia and Mrs. Garcb, Sau
Rafael.
Coronado.
Julian Weyth, Estancia.
Palace.
J. L. Chavez, Jr., Santa Rosa.
H. O. Bursum, Socorro.
J. E. Torres, Socorro.
R. H. Sims and son, Las Cruces.
A. B. Baca, Socorro.
D. V. Peacock, Las Cruces.
Roman Atencia, Dixon.
R. S. Martinez, Penasco.
T. A. Gurule, Albuquerque.
B. S. Sanchez, Estancia.
F. M. Hayner, Las Cruces.
Cosme Herrera, Pojoaque.
Dr. C. L. Hill, Las Cruces.
R. K. Odell, Wagon Mound.
G. W. Prichard, City.
W. A. Fleming Jones, Las Cruces.
A Cold, La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
W. R. Reber, Las. Cruces.
E. H. Sweet, Socorro.
Is too often the fatal sequence, and
Ralph C. Ely, Deming.
coughs that hang on weaken the sys
C. M. Richards, Carlsbad.
tem and lower the vital resistance.
J. A. Towney, Lincoln, Neb.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
L. R. McGrath, Denver.
a reliable medicine that stops the
R. H. Davis, Denver.
cough promptly by healing the cause,
C. Laughren, Deming.
soothes the inflamed air passages, and
A. E. Curren, Ft. Sumner.
checks the cold. Keep always on
For sale
T. L. Lowe, Silver City.
hand. Refuse sutr'itutes.
W. D. Murray, Silver City.
by all druggists.
C. T. Hilton, San Antonio.
W. S. Cox, Silver City.
SI DIE IN A
J. A. Young, Gallup,
LODGING HOUSE BLAZE.
C. M. Foraker, Albuquerque.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
F. A. Jones, Aiouquerque
Chicago, 111., March 9. Six men
S. J. Smith, Denver.
were killed in a fire in a Clark street
G. A. Will, St. Louis.
lodging house here today. One of the
AV. W. Martin, Albuquerque.
six, Thomas McMath, a painter, jumpArthur C. Culver, Albuquerque.
ed to his death from the fourth story
John A. Cadger, San Francisco.
and the bodies of five others were
B. Ruppe, Albuquerque.
found where they had been suffocated
or burned to death. The flames spread
Henry Baldrey, Baltimore.
W. F. Marshall, San Francisco.
quickly through the building, and the
A. Montoya, Albuquerque.
firemen had hardly arrived before
H. C. McDougal, Kansas City, Mo.
men were rushing from the lodging
C. D. Brook, Denver.
house. Some were trapped in their
Montezuma.
beds. Two jumped to life nets held
William G. Cushing, Boston.
by firemen and were injurefi.
The establishment housed 175 men,
E. H. Snow, Boston.
T. J. Mabry, and Mrs. Mabry, Clovis according to the proprietor.
Fear
T. J. Molinari, Portales.
that many more men had perished was
T. E. Chipman, Dodge City, Kan.
dispelled when the firemen entered
T. P. Bartlett, Rincon.
the building after the flames were under control and found the sleeping
W. H. Newcomb, Silver City.
J. W. Campbell, Tucumcari.
compartments empty.

Hotel Arrivals

MEXICO, RACING
ENTRIES FOR TOMORROW.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Juarez, Mex., March 9. First race,
X DeCesarion,
selling, six furlongs.
91; Camarada, 92; Booger Battle, Gus
Hartridge, 98; Transparent, 105; Fair
Louise, Chanticlor, 104; Lady Stalwart
107; Doc Allen, Tallow Dip, Stafford,
Light Knight, Gilbert Rose, 108; X
Judge Walton, 110; Frank G. Hogan,
112.

Second race, selling, one mile and a
furlong. The Bailiff's Daughter, 95;
Misprison, 96; Jim Cafferta, 108;
Ona-tasse-

111.

Third race, handicap, five and one-hafurlongs. Dr. Smoot, 87; Thistle

lf

rgy

for
"There's a

Reason

"

Fifth race, selling, seven furlongs.

X The Hague, 99; X Eye White, 102;
Oxer, 109; Crossover, 110; J. H. Reed,
111.

Sixth race, selling five and one-hafurlongs. X The Visitor, 98; X Narfl,
lf

llj

n

MAKKETKEPORT

5--

;

j

Semi-monthl-

EUROPEAN CAPITAL

above-mentione- d

Belle, 102; Delaney, 106; Kootenay.
108; Chapultepec, 110; Closer, 115.
Fourth race, selling, Chapultepec
stakes, $1,000 value, one mile and a
X Sebago, 102; X Arasee,
furlong.

cross-examin-

106.

All day

six-roo-

Foster-Milbur-

-

Lunch-Ene-

j

furnished

e

for Breakfast or

Register.
Home endorsement, the public rx- pression of Santa Fe people, should Stin of New Mexico,
FOR RENT Furnished house. Box
be evidence beyond dispute for evcyj Comity oi Santa Fe. No. CSSl.
Santa Fe reader.
Surely the expert- City of Santa Fe,
ence of friends and neighbors, cheer- yS.
RENT Nicely
FOR
lurnished
fully given by them will carry more s. O. Fram e, li. S. .iced, and J. H.
;oiti. Phone Main 224.
stran-i
of
thi.n
utterances
the
Uriiton.
weight
,,,. Dinjct pourt of the First
gers residing in faraway places. ReadFOR RENT Three or
the following:
Judicial iJisirict of New Mexico for house, with furniture or not. D. S.
Ortiz St., Santa the County or Santa Fe.
J. T. Sandoval,
Lowitzki.
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I have used Doa l s
The said defendants. S. C. France,
two
on
off
and
Pills
for
years I!. S. Reed and J. H. Jiritton are hereKidney
WANTED f lirl for general houseand they have done me a world of by notified that
lias been work. Apply, morning.;, W. M. McCoy,
complaint
of
A dull pain in the small
good.
filed
against them in the District 11!) Don Gaspar.
my back, sometimes extending into Court for the County of Santa Fe,
my bladder caused me a great deal State aforesaid, that being the Court
FOR SALE CHEAP Singer sewing
I tool;
of trouble particularly when
it' which said case is pending, by said machine in good order.
Mary A.
'.lie
in
was
bothered mostly
I
cold.
of Santa Fe. the general Speake, liillsiu Ave.
plaintiff.
City
winter, and in addition to the pair;
of said action being; plaintiff
in my back, there were- symptoms of object
WANTED Position as stenograph- the defendant,
inflammation of the bladder. The kid- - prays judgment against
2. In
and bookkeeper by young lady with
S. C. France for the sum of
colore-jer
were
secretions
highly
ney
Address -- "iO American
And when nassod were attended will said stun alleged to be due tht plain- experience.
a KcnlitiTirr nuin
never used another' liff ,or the construction bv tht plain-- l Ave., Ixing lieaeli, Cal.
sidewalk in front of or upon
remedy that acted as satisfactorily ns!'iff
RENT-roon- ;.FOR
4 " ai"'
I( ts
Nicely
I!''k "U" tl'-Doan's Kiduev Pills. They proved to
hot
liiith, electric light,
be just the medicine my case required fierardinelli Addition to the City o!
cnid water.
and
Ten
walk
N.
Santa
minute
ard
M.,
Fe,
upon
abutting
cure
the
and
they brought
complete
has led me to recommend them onjl'on Caspar Avenue, with interest at irom plana or Capitol. Address
the legal rate from January 3n, 1912 New Mexican.
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50' and costs of this proceeding; that, the
FOR SALE Strictly
modern new
Co., Buffalo, above described lots be decreed to be
cents.
brick
sold
of
for
United
the
bungalow, five rooms bath and
the
uie
sole
for
purpose
New York,
satisfying
agents
amount above named;
baseimnt; well located. Fifteen hunStates.
Plaintiff prays judgment agoinst the dred ci.sh, balance easy terms. J. W.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
defendant, 1!. S. Reed, for the sum ol Mayes, Room M Laiighlin Block.
$2U.S', said sum alleged to be due the
A good opMALE HELP WANTED
plaintiff for construction by the plain
and
tiff of a sidewalk in front of or upon portunity this spring in Marble
CemeteLot 5 in Block "A" in the Ilerardinelli Granite Cleaning business.
Particulars free. Write
Addition t.o the City of Santa Fe, N. ries, etc.
Ne
York.
!. ( 'all M. and abutting upon Don Gaspar quick. New business. F. Stine, P. O.
New York. N. Y.. .March
Avenue in said City, with legal inte- 170, New York City.
money nominal; prime paper, 4 fit
rest, from January 3u, 1912, and costs
47;.
Mexican
"s
dollars,
silver,
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
14.25: tin, 42.50 ff42.s.; of this proceeding; that the above
copper,
Rooms elegantly furnished and havlead, $4.iMiff; 4.10: amalgamated, 71; described lot. be decreed to be sold ing all modern conveniences,
including
of satisfying the
for the purpose
Atchison, 105, 105
sugar, US
electric liglit, steam heat and baths,
named.
above
amount
York
New
132
Great Northern,
in the First National Bank building.
Plaintiff prays judgment against the
Northern Pacific,
Central, 112
Apply to F. M. Jones.
Southern defendant, J. II. ISrition, for the sum
119
Reading, 15i
Union Pacific, 10S; of $51.15 said sum alleged to lie One
Pacific, Pi!)
FOR SALE On account of sickness
the plaintiff for the construction by " ill
steel, pfd., 110
steel, 04
homestead rights with
the plaintiff of a sidewalk in front oi somerelinquish
Chicago.
for small considImprovements
or upon Lots 7 and 8 in Block "C in eration.
One mile south of Indian
Chicago, 111., March 9 Wheat-M- ay,
the Ilerardinelli Addition to the City school.
104
July, 99
Inquire of (!. Young, St. Vinof Santa Fe, N. M., and abutting upon cent's
Corn May, 72
Hospital.
July, 72
Don
in
said
City,
Gaspar Avenue,
W
Oats May, 53
July, 49
with legal interest from January 30,
Pork. May, 15.95.
1912 and costs of this proceeding;
Oliver Visible Typewriter
Lard May, 9 37
that the above described lots be deRibs May, S.S2
creed to be sold for the purpose .of sa- For sale cheap. Perfect condiKansas City.
tisfying the amount above named, as tion and does splendid writing.
ReKansas City, March .). Cattle
more fully appear by reference Could ship on approval and trial.
200 southerns. will
ceipts 5U0, including
to the complaint filed in said cause. Write to CHAS. W. RICKART,
Market steady. Native steers $5.75
southern steers $5.256.75; And that unless you enter your ap- Rosedale, Kansas.
.75;
southern cows and heifers $3.25(f(.5.25; pearance in said cause on or before
TYPEWRITERS.
native cows and heifers $3.25(g7; the 22nd day of April, A. D. 1912,
stockers and feeders $4.25(a6.50; judgment will be rendered against Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
plateni furnished. Ribbons and gurv
bulls $4(55-50calves $4fiS.50; west- you in said cause by default.
In witness Whereof, I have here- plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
ern steers $5.507.25; western cows
unto set my hand and seal of said a"J rented. Standard makes handled.
$3.25(5-5.50AH repair work and typewrite.- guai
Hogs
Receipts 4,500. Market b court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex14th
to 10c higher. Bulk of sales $5.40
day of February, A. D. 1912.
change. Phone 231.
M. A. ORTIZ,
6.55; heavy $6.506.60; packers and
(Seal
Clerk.
butchers $6.40 6.55; lights $6.30
County
AGENTS Triple- - Wrar Hosiery
The name and address of plaintiff's
6.50; pigs $5 5.50.
The
best paying proposition ever ofMarket attorneys is Easley & Easley, Santa
Sheep
Receipts none.
fered guaranteed for six months.
lambs Fe, N. M.
steady. Muttons $3.50Li 5.25;
Write for special offer 6 pair FREE.
$67.10; fed wethers and yearlings
Beautiful
line.
Everybody
buys.
$4.25(5 6; fed ewes $35.
ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
Credit given. Write for exclusive
Chicago.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 8, 1912.
Hosiery Mills,
territory. Triple-Wea- r
Chicago, March 9. Cattle Receipts
Notice is hereby given that an elec- Franklin
and Girard Avenue, Phila
200.
Market steady. Beeves $5
tion will be held in the City of Santa
delphia, Pa. Mention in answering
S.S5; Texas steers $4.706; western
New Mexico, on Tuesday, April 2, this advertisement.
Dept. M. 21.
steers $5.107.10; stockers and feed- Fe, between
9
the hours of o'clock
ers $4.106.1O; cows and heifers $2.25 1612,
A. M., and 6 o'clock P. M., of said day,
SALEMEN
6.70; calves $G(S8.50.
at the following voting places:
ESTABLISH A BUSINESS OF YOUR
Market
Hogs
Receipts 12,000.
First Ward At the house of Victor
OWN WITHOUT CAPITAL.
slow, 5 to 10c higher. Light $6.30
Garcia.
Our original plan of selling groceries
mixed
6.60;
$6.30 6.65; heavy $6.35.
Second Ward At the office of
by sample to farmers, stockmen, res6.65; rough $6.356.45; pigs $4.60
Justice of the Peace.
taurants, boarding houses and other
6.25; bulk of sales $6.5O6.60.
Third Ward At the Hall of Fred large consumers, enables energetic
Sheep
Market
Receipts 2,000.
salesmen to establish quickly a permastrong for best, others weak. Native Lopez.
Fourth Ward At the house of
nent business of their own yielding a
$3.75(fi 5.40; western $4.25 5.65 ; year-- :
Chaves.
income.
Commission adlings $5.10rct6.20; lambs native $5.25
splendid
At which election the following of- vanced.
settlements.
7.35; western $5.757.45.
ficials are to be elected,
One Goods sold s ibject t
trial. ExperiWool.
St. Louis, Mo., March 9. Wool mar- Mayor, for a term of two years; one ence not essential.
ket steady; territory and western me- City clerk, for the term of two
Write for particulars today giving
diums 1618c; fine mediums 1517; years; one C'ty Treasurer, for a term references.
fine 10gl5.
of two years; one Councilman from
JOHN SEXTON & CO.
each ward, for the term of four years; WHOLESALE GROCERS, LAKE &
FRANKLIN STS., CHICAGO.
one Councilman from the Third Ward
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease.
Partly by driving blood from the for the term of two years; and one
New Mexican Want Ads always
surface and congesting the kidneys, member of the Board of Education
and partly by throwing too much work from each ward for a term of four bring results. Try it.
Pills years.
upon them.
Foley Kidney
The judges of registration for the
strengthen the kidneys, give tone
FOR SALE.
to the urinary organs ana restore the registration of voters for said election
of the Interior, Office of Inpprmrtment
dian Affntrs, Washington, I). ()., Decemnormal action of the oiaader. They are as follows:
30. 3911.
Sealed bids marked outside
ber
M.
Luis
Ward
Jose.
First
Moya,
are tonic in action, quick in results.
'Hid, Timber Sale No. 2, Jicarilia Indian Reservation. New Mexico." and addressed to the
Samoza, Luis Lujan.
Try them. For sale by all druggists.
of Indian Affairs. Washington,
Second Ward Luis Alarid, Jose Ta- - Commissioner
D.C.wiil be received until! 2 o clock noon. East
ern time. Friday, il arch 29. 1912. for the purchase
Lorenzo
Gutierrez.
pia,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and removal of all merchantable dead timber
Third Ward Alberto Garcia, J. S. stand
in k or fallen and all the live timber that
Department of the Interior,
be designated for cutting by the officer
may
Garcia, Alfredo Delgado.
in charge on a designated area of approxiUnited States Land Office.
Fourth Ward H. McGibbon, Ma- mately 20,000 acres upon both tribal and allotSanta Fe, N. M., Feb. 8, 1912
ted lands of the Jicarilia Indian Reservation,
nuel B. Salazar, D. C. Allard.
New Mexico, located within townships 31
1911.
12,
Republication
The judges and clerks of said elec- and 32 North. Kantres 2 and 3 West. New
(013791.)
Mexico Principal Meridian, lying north of
tion are as follows:
Coraques watershed, west of Sawmill Canyon
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Ala-riwatershed and south and west of the Denver
Seferino
Ward:
First
Judges
and Rio Grande R;iilro;id tracks, and containlowing named claimant has filed noManuel Baca y Campos, Juan Del- ing approximately 80.000.OoO
feet, B M. of
tice of his intention to make final
timber, principally yellow pine. A deposit of
Clerks:
Valentin
gado.
Jjan
Ortega,
a
of
in
of
March
form
Act
$1.5ou
the
certified check on a
3, 1S91,
proof under the
solvent National Bank drawn in favor of
sees. 16 and 17, (26 Stats., S54), as Rivera.
of Indiau Affairs must acthe
Commissioner
Second Ward: Julian Grace, Jose company each bid. Five years and four months
amended by the Act of February 21,
Rodri- wiil be allowed for the cutting and removal
1893, (27 Stats., 470), in support of Dominguez, Manuel Ortiz y
No bid of less than $3.00
of the timber.
his claim
The
serial 013791, for guez. Clerks: Benito Alarid, Felipe per M. board feet will be considered.
1303,
ripht to wave technical defects in advertise145.57 acres in sections 20, 21 and 28, Quintana.
ments and bids and to reject any and all bids
Third Ward: Judges Jose Ma. Gar- is reservea. 'inetimner must be cut under
of T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M., viz.:
and regulations, copies of which, with
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, of Cuba, N. cia, Ambrosio Ortiz, Genovevo Sando- rules
further information and blunk bid forms, may
val. Clerks: J. S. Garcia, Ed. Tafoya. be obtained from the Superintendent of the
M.
Jicarilia Indian School, Dulce, New
Said proof will be made before Reg
Fourth Ward:
Judges Remigio or from the Commissioner of Indian Mexico,
Affairs,
C.
ister or Receiver at U. S. land office, Mondragon, Francisco Trujillo, Dr. C. Washington. D. F.
H. ABBOTT.
Santa Fe, X. M., on April 15, 1912.
O. Harrison. Clerks:
Jose MondraActing Co mm ssioner of Indian Affairs
Claimant names as witnesses, the gon, Pedro Ortiz.
following, to prove his actual, continu
The returns of said election and the
ous adverse possession of said tract canvass thereof shall be as provided
for twenty year next preceding the by law.
r'urnished for attractive enterprise!
survey of the township, viz.:
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
in all substantial lines of business.
J. J. Salazar, Felis Montano, both of
Mayor.
Cuba, X. M.
Railroads, Tractions, Water & ElecAttest :
tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, MinAny person desiring to protest the
T. P. DELGADO,
allowance of said proof, or who knows
ing, Agricultural & Industrial.
City Clerk.
of any substantial reason under the
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Purchased or Sold.
laws and regulations of the Interior
Underwritten,
Backache Almost Unbearable
Properties purchased for European
Department why such proof should not Is an almost certain result of kidney
and investment
be allowed, will he given an opportuntrouble. D. Toomey, 803 E. Olive St., exploitation
time and
Financial Undertakings of all sort
ity at the
e
the witnesses Bloomington, 111., says: "I suffered handled.
place to
of said claimant, and to offer evidence with backache and pains in my kidMiscellaneous commissions ana orin rebuttal of that submitted by claim- neys which were almost unbearable. I ders of all characters accepted for ex
gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial, ecution in any European country.
ant:
And especial notice Is hereby given and they done wonders for me. Today
Correspondence enclosing full de
to Donaciano Lucero, whose small I can do a hard day's work and not
invited.
at first
s
effects."
For
the
sale
all
fel
by
drugholding claim conflicts with the land
ALLIANCE
BANKERS
THE
INTERNATIONAL
herein described as to lot 2 of his gists.
.47
claim 3253, 013791, containing
New Mexican
Bloomsbury Street,
Want ads always
acres, that he will be given an oppor
London, England,
time bring results. Try It.
tunity at the
T

g

JUAREZ,

i;nd place to protest cr offer evidence
I fin t;il
or that snibmiiud by
Can c!aiii!;;i;i in final proof.
MAN I.' EL R. OTERO,

-

j

BLACK TYRANT I
CONDEMNED TO DEATH.
Port Au Prince, March 9. General
Julea Coico, the former military tyrant of Haiti, was condemned to death
today by a jury in the criminal court
on the charge of having been the principal author of the fusillade of March
15, 1908, in which ten persons, including three of his own brothers, were
shot to death. The accomplices of
Coicou, were acquitted. The death of
execution has not been settled.

ENDORSEMENT.
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ness and disablement has set up a recSURE TO FAIL ord for the extent of the controversy
BEIfOLUTlOfi
that has raged around it.
The friendly societies, which have
This Was Prediction of JMexican insurance benefits of their" own for
members, started the trouble. They
General Trevine Smelters
feared that the bill, by forcing their
Operating.
members to contribute to the government scheme, would induce them to
leased Wire to Xnv Mexican) leave the societies. This was settled
(By Sppp-iaMexico City, Mex., March 9. Four by approved societies being allowed
troop trains are leaving here today to administer the act so far as it dealt
for Torreon carrying infantry, cavalry with their members.
and artillery, bringing the number otj Then came the opposition of missoldiers who have departed since yes- - tresses and servants, who, besides obterday up to more than 2,000. The jecting to contributing their six cents
government asserts it has 3.000 men weekly each for the insurance of the
in the Torreon district. General Tru- - servant, raised a cry
against the necey Aubert, after repairing the railof sticking the necessary
cessity
to!
said
is
road bridge at Picardias,
in a book.
have reached Torreon.
Troops also! stamps
also came from large
Opposition
Duare moving on that place from
employers of labor, chiefly in the cotrango.
ton districts of Lancashire, who held
General Trevino, chief of the Mon- - that the extra tax would
deprive thein
terey military zone, in an interview of their profits.
of
failure
the
early
today predicted
Other classes have taken up the
the revolution. He said that through- Xuevoi cry against the bill, the Socialists
out the states of Coahuila
Leon, and Tamaulipas, many persons among them, as they wanted a system
are offering their services in a Na-- ! to which the workmen would not have
to contribute, the state and employer
tional Guard corps.
Four quick-firinguns have been paying the whole of the amount replaced in position at the treasury de-- j quired.
The most serious and sustained oppartment for the protection of the re-- j
serves of bullion stored in the vaults. position to the bill, however, has been
that of the medical men, 21,000 of
Large Smelters Will Operate.
Chihuahua, Mex., March 9. Certain whom have signed a declaration that
independent mine owners of Mexico they will not accept service under
learned today that the mines and the act. 'ihe chief objection of the
smelters of the American Smelting doctors is that no adequate remuneand Refining Company will continue ration for the medical men could be
to operate despite the revolution. obtained
under the act that it would
Some of the independents already in
amount to about $1 yearly for
fact
have closed, and others wish to
each patient. This is only a calculaand
of shortage of supplies,
tion, as the act states that the remundesired
that
the
big corporation eration
they
of doctors who place their
should do likewise. An official of the
latter telegraphed definitely today that names on the lists of those agreeing
the corporation would continue work. to attend patients under the act shall
The American Smelting and Refin- bt a matter of arrangement between
thou- the local insurance committees and
ing Company, employs fifty-fivsand persons in its Mexican mines the doctor. The medical men, howalone. Two hundred and fifty thou- ever, point out that the committees
sand persons are dependent on the consist of perhaps eigthy members,
company for their incomes and Mexi- only three of whom would be medical
cans are rejoicing that the big con- men, so that the chances of adequate
cern has taken the stand it hasremuneration are the remotest.
The medical men also object to the
The closing of the mines and smelters, it is commented, would be nothing control by friendly societies, chiefly
less than a national calamity.
It is because they believe
people
added that the compulsory closing of would creep into friendly societies
I he
largest mining interest in the and get medical attendance at the
country would have been seized upon same rate as the laborers. Then there
as a mighty argument by those who is objection to what is known here
advocate intervention by the United as the contract system. This already
States.
prevails in certain districts, chiefly
Supplies for Smelters Moved.
among miners, who contribute to a
El Paso, Texas, March 9. The coal fund out of which a medical man atand coke destined to various plants of tends those
contributing for a fixed
the American Smelting and Refining
salary.
Company which have been held up at
Those ooctors who, in face of the
Juarez for three weeks, are being mov- decision
of the great majority of their
ed south today. Orozco's desire to
have agreed to act under
profession
use the cars for his campaign against
the City of Mexico accounts for the the bill are being decried as "blackand the campaign is being carsudden activity.
Regular
passenger legs",
service from Juarez and El Paso ried on much as would a strike of
to Chihuahua via Madera and Pearson trade unionists.
The government has started a
will be inaugurated by the Mexico
counter campaign to bring home to
Northwestern tonight.
every household in the land th,at it
Rojas Loots Bank.
El Paso, Texas, March 9. General was to a Radical government that
Rojas has looted the Juarez branch of they owed what they believe to be
the National Bank of Mexico of 20,000 the blessings of a great measure of
pesos which remained in its vaults. a great healing organization. Mr.
This was admitted by E. Fernandez Lloyd George opened this campaign
Alonzo, manager of the branch bank at a meeting in the London Opera
the House when he replied to the critoday. The work of opening
vaults began Thursday and was com- ticisms of the medical profession. He
pleted last night.
contended that tne doctors were no
The outer door of the vault was
under the control of the friendwrenched off with crowbars and the in- longer
ly societies, and as to remuneration
ner door dynamited.
Rojas declares the bill set up an independent authothat the money belongs to the government and that he is its proper custo- rity on which the doctors would be
dian. This is denied by Alonzo, who represented and which would frame
is a Spanish subject. Most of the the terms. The insurance commitfunds of the bank were removed at tees could not arrange the terms for
paying doctors without consulting the
the time the garrison mutinied.
local medical committee representing
Siezure of American Shipment.
El Paso, Tex., March 9. Colonel, the whole of the doctors of the disPonce, jefe de arms at Juarez, de- trict and there was an appeal to the
clared today that he would pay the insurance commissioners. Should the
Madero Lumber Company for the ri- medical profession refuse to act, all
fles and ammunition seized by General the safeguards inserted in the act for
their profession would be wiped out
Rojas yesterday.
Feeling between
Ponce and Rojas over the incident is at once and the act would be as alive
as ever. The money allocated to me
not of the best. Ponce gave permission for the passage of the rifles and dical benefits would be handed over
Rojas ignored the order, declaring to the insured persons through their
that the rifles were "for Americans to societies and the doctors would once
more find themselves face to face
shoot Mexican.
Ponce states that the seizure of a with the friendly societies, the memregular shipment, despite the secret bership of which would be increased
presence of parts of a ripd fire gun by 10,000,000.
ii the consignment, was typical of The act was to have been proclaimincidents 'which bring the insurrectos ed on May 1. The time has now been
into disrepute with foreignors.
It is extended until July l and cn effort has
said that the rapid firer lacked certain been made to have the date further
retarded.
parts to make it effective.
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London, March 9. For an act that
Shipment of Rifles Admitted passed
through Parliament without a
by Ponce and Held
division, that is without any member
registering a vote Against it, the Naby Rojas
tional Insurance Scheme
sick-

M.

It tells all about SEEDS, BULBS,

Plants, Poultry and Bee Supplies

for the Gardeners and Planters of the Western oonntrr. When tron bnv onr
Selected
Seeds, joint the oest Btock, and the best prices. They are tested carefully, assuring you of best
results. FREE PACKET OF EED wit our Ulefueto those oho meatloa this pmptt.

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.

253Er2SiS
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window ledges with chalk. This has
become an obnoxious practice of some
youngsters on their way to and from
j school.
P?lone Your Order for pressing and
cleaning your suit, etc., to Capital
Tailors.
Woman's Board of Trade Meeting
The Woman's Board of Trade will
hold a regular meeting Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the library.
If You Are Looking for something
nifty in the suit line, you cannot afford
to pass by the advertisement of Nathan Salmon which you will find on
page S. There is nothing slow about
their line of suits as in this stock you
will find the very latest styles and

We have just unloaded another car,
and for

!

to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST OF ALL
FLOURS, we are going to make a special price of

$1.65 per Sack.

Made from Pure, Grape
Cream of Tartar

materials.

Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
of the time and works for the
upREGULAR RETAIL VALUS, SJ2.00
building oi our new State.
Wo pnrftsrxl
of this beauiiTa! dinner-warand oar
Dinner Set f Fine cm
SAVE THE COUPONS AND set a
an exclusive Shaikh
lnrt;e prSia" T;.ii.i tp man i:?.ctm-- to
Johnston's Latest The Quintette
ana a very low iric. We uce f;iMHir part of toe cost to 'aiivertiaintf-dispens.
like
one
' a:id only a?k yon to
in
our
the
show
or some of the
Assortment
,.
at
window,
of t:.o
Chocolates,
$1.00,
jmv leretntnpe o( tV actual
sot. it u of a heauuail 'Co!msM
ilesiun naJ fan oof. be duplicated in
Zook's Pharmacy.
& Sons' Silverware.. We will refund your money if
in
juanty for leas ftwn it,, in an;- ruiujl oliin.t store. It is Kuaranl-..epremiums
by both
Rogers
the manulacturer rlq ourselves.
More Snow Predicted This is going
There is? a coupon in
ry sack of LARABEE'S Flour. Send us fire
not entirely satisfactory.
or exjuesa money order, emi we will
?onpoii3 ami X'i in cash, draft, j(
to be a great crop year if the rain and
eno you nno of these ooautiful
by irei;;fcL. Address coupons aul remittance to Th? China Department of the Lara bee Flour Mills Company,
snow fall keep up as they have during
Hutobmaro, Kansas. Be sure to write your nan e and address plainly.
The coupons in i.ARABEE'd Floor uro aJao jrood for KoKera' Silverware
this month.
The weather bureau
ad other valuable i rtkii'iniij. Ali lor descriptive
circular.
Phone No. 4.
Phone No. 4.
again predicts snow and rain. Last
EMPRESS, vou know, k Kiat "Minhtv.Cnntt" P.FR.
night, one fiftieth of an inch of snow
Flour that makes Baking a Delight,
a
fell in the city and much more in the
rrwrmTnrr--vTin"i
jiiuiiuiimui mi n
,ff mountains.
The maximum shade temperature yesterday was 43 degrees,
the minimum temper,. ...du.H.rSR
f
W
ImnrAUpH h
the maximum sun temperature 70 deThe minimum temperature
grees.
f'M! I
7
was 24 degrees.
affimffinrniMWaarintt
S3
Vfl
nnnrnirmnirwrinuT in IP
TXaMi
ff
"
I
n
n
wiM
ubiwumv
&
ii
roMfji
Let Him Know It If you are out of
THE
WEATHER FORECAST.
X a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
Denver, Colo., March 9.
New Mexico generally cloudy, X New Mexican will reach every busiMEADQUATERS
ness and professional man in the city
with rain or snow tonight or
and county and a great many in the
Sunday.
HIGH-GRAD- E
state. If you have any special talHAVE YOUR WATCH
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
Special Orders our hobby at GOE- -'
BELS.
DANISH AGRICULTURAL CO.
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning
For Fresh Bulk Candy, go to Zook's OPERATION AND CONSERVATION.
long:r than
Pharmacy.
cny other piece of machin(Continued From Page Four.)
Ladies Suits pressed and cleaned;
ery &f it needs both occasionPhone Capital Tailors.
promptly.
A Roast of Beef!
ally.
Budweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros, and carefully numbered, the system of
If you will consider that ths rim of
bottle beer for sale by Henry Krick. feeding fowls is not as perfect as it
the balance wheel tnve'13 over fifteen
is in some of the American states;
'Phone Red 33.
miles a day, you will not
grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a
FOR
SALE
Pool
and billiard hali but the quality is standardized and
cleaning
Are
A Name to Conjure With!
It wi'l increase the
Jince a year.
six
with
tables
well. Must b cold storage eggs are unknown. The
pays
life and accuracy of vour watch.
sold at once Price $1500. O. C. Wat- quality of .ne butter is the best in
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mark and founded the Danish East
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most important navigation and trading company of the country. Andersen became a close friend of Prince
Waldemar and his late wife, the Princess Marie, who was noted for her
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RE THEY RAMBLING THROUGH YOUR MIND?

We'll wager the are! Let us
-.
jsuggest that you spend a few. moments looking at our SPRING STYLES. You
may come to us with entire confidence in the matter of clothes. We want to be of ser
vice to you in the matter. We are not so anxious to sell you something
as we are to have something to please you. Our effort is to have the
right goods. There's nothing for us to gain by having anything else.

Hart, Schaff ner & Marx Clothes
look right to us. We wouldn't try to sell them to you if we didn't think
so. It's no trouble to guarantee your complete satisfaction with such
goods, and no risk.

We know they're right; you'll find them so
quality tailoring, fit all right.

Cooyngjic nurc Schaffner & Marx

ii

$22,50

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
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